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'he Britlsh Empire

Tto participate, having rendered it 1mv .nossihlA to form a rnnlltlnn mlnitrv
f the emperor and court, in face of the

-

tae sixth

l

' ST"'"!

by the Canadian Manufacturers' as
sociation urging the advisability of
arranging at an early date reciprocal
preferenclal trade measure between
the United Kingdom and the other
The .resolu- rti"n8 f the empire
H711
was ia 1 111 u 11 j , . - . . v
TURKEY TRYING HARD
TO DECLINE THE HONOR
Constantinople, July 10. Fresh instructions have been sent to the Turkish minister at Washington to renew
his effort todlssuade the United States
authorities from carrying out the pro
posed elevation of the legation here
to the status of an embassy. Minister
ROJESTVENSKY ACQUITTED
Cherib Bey has been instructed to inBUT SUBALTERNS GUILTY. form the state department at Wash
Constadi. July 10. Admiral Rojest ington that the proposed action re- vensky. whose trial on the charge of;qui,.es a previous agreement between
nmiruucuug u iue enemy aner '.ne the two countries which has not been
battle of the Sea of Japan, began effected.
"here July 4. was acquitted today. Four!
of the officers on the torpedo boat LINE STEAMER ANGOLA
destroyer Bedovi, who were placed
GOES ASHORE IN FOG
on trial with the admiral, were found
North Sydney. C. 13., July lo. The
guilty of having preniedilatedly sur- line steamer Angola,
rendered the Bedovi. and were con-- , bound for Montreal via North Svdney
demned to death by shooting. But went ashore at Balerlne, near Louis- jx
circum- - burg. C. B. It is supposed that the
account of extenuating
fstances,
the emperor will be requested steamer struck during a fog. The
to commute their sentence to dismis-- ; coast there is very dangerous. Tugs
sal from the service, and to be de-- have been sent to the scene.
prlved of certain rights thev other-'- .
COUNT WITTE IS
wise would enjoy.

rising spirit of revolution 1p the
I country and the constantly extending
H evidence of disaffection in the army,
term at last ready to turn to the
constitutional democrats a. the only
means of pacifying the country, as
loreshadowed in an Interview with
General Trepoff. Negotiations look
ing to the formation of a ministry
composed of constitutional democrats,
were formally opened, but failed completely, owing to the impossibility of
the constitutional democrats accepting the conditions imposed.
1
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SUMMERING IN FRANCE
ount
Vichy, France. July
Witte
lipre for nme
MIND who 1,as been reRtln
rt
The full tlme awav fl'on' the turmoil of
that s"'an pol'tics was sufficiently rerov- lo.-C-

ADMIRAL, THEY SAY, WAS
NOT IN HIS RIGHT
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CEMENT WORKERS ON
STRIKE, NUMBER 2.20O.
Chicago. July 10. A flurry f labor troubles broke In yesterday upon
the usually peaceful summer. The
cement workers, Bwelled lieyond all
calculation, involving 2,200 men, employed in constructing sidewalks and
concrete walls In buildings, are out.

TREASURY WANTS ITS
TEN MILLIONS RETURNED.
Washington, July in. The ten million dollars
deposited
temporarily
with national banks throughout the
country by Secretary thaw's orders
last spring will be called In today,
INVESTIGATING
STILL
and most of it will be returned this
STANDARD OIL CO. month.
It is believed that there Is
Cleveland. O.. July 10. The federal no longer need for the same, as the
grand Jury today resumed investlga-- ' demand for a large volume of currency
tion of the alleged violations of inter is not now so gre-at- .

England Finds Disgusting Farmers Mold Conventions
Methods in Her Food
in North Carolina
Factories.
and Texas.
Chicago. July 10. Secretary of Agriculture Wilson continued his investigation of the local stock yards to
day, making a trip through several of
the plants before breakfast. He expressed himself as satisfied with what
he saw there.
"It seems to me," said the necretary.
"that the packers are working with
commendable vigor to make Improvements and I understand there will be
no let tip In the work until they have
fixed things as the government wants
them."

Iike Champlatn, N. Y., June 10.
The International Association of Accident Underwriters met in session
here today.' Reports from various
sectlous of this country show that the
Insurance scandals and exposure
brought about by the legislative Investigation of the old line companies
has tended to benefit the accident
companies, which show a substantial
Increase in business.
FIREMEN HOLD STATE
ANNUAL ASSOCIATION
Ashville, NT.'C. July 10. The annual meeting of the State Firemen's
association in connection with the
yearly tournament is being held here
today. Cntupetative companies are
here from South Carolina, Virginia,
Tennessee and Georgia, to take part
A large number of
in the tournament.
valuable prizes are to be awarded to
the successful companies and a num- -i
ber of records will probably be
broken.

,

;

Put-in-Ba- y,
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IN

Find Evidence of Gambling Investigation
Resumed of Standard Oil Ten Millions in Banks Recalled.
by the various
rajlways and the Standard Oil company with half a dozen witnesses on

ASHVILLF, NORTH CAROLINA

S

j

f

state commerce laws

FOR IMPROVEMENT

j

LICK TO

Attorney
General Miller, State Auditor yigler
and Deputy Auditor field, accompanied'
'l.y three expert accountants,
today
made a formal demand on the proprietors of the West Baden und French
IJck Springs hotel companies for an
examination of their books, under the
law allowing the state auditor
'u examine all the books of corporations organized under the voluntary
act, under which both hotels are incorMrated. The state by
this move s(eks to obtain Information concerning the relations of the
hotel companies and the alleged gambling casinos which were raided under the direction of the attorney gen- ral. No objection was made to the
demand by the hotel managers.

MAKING

d

WILL EXAMINE BOOKS AT

Weht Baden, Ind., July 10.

Chicago Packing Houses Meet at LakeChamplain.
For Himself and Com
Their Friends, the
pliments Effort.
Firemen, Meet

BRITISHERS FIND THEY
NEED HOUSECLEANING TOO
London, July 10. Britishers who
have been so virtuous recently over
the Chicago, meat packing relations
were today confronted with the annual report of the Inspector of factories and work shops, which shows conditions here to be quite as revolting as
anything alleged of western packing
centers. Disgusting methods seem to
be the rule rather than the exception
In the jam factories, bakeries-anTHREE THOUSAND TEXAS
j
sausage factories.
FARMERS IN CONVENTION
College Station. Texas. July 10.
TAFT WILL ADDRESS
The State Farmers' convention began
OHIO LAWYERS. a three days" session here today with
July 10. Wil- about three thousand farmers, stockOhio.
liam H. Taft. secretary of war. Is to men, poultrymen,
apiarists, etc.. in at- -,
be the chief speaker before the Ohio tendance. Various topics will lie disBar association which began a three cussed by experts and successful pracdays' session here today.
tical farmers. Several of the most
successful corn experts of the govLUMBER MEN OF SOUTH
are to explain their disernment
HOLDING CONFERENCE.
will be of
maderecently
coveries
Hattlesburg, Miss., July 10. The benefit to the industry that
in this state.
asMississippi Lumber Manufacturers
The nut growers eport an increase, la
sociation met. here today. There was the pecan trees albtig the water waye
no advance ty). prices and H Is not ex- and
by budding these trees with,
pected one will be made before ad- the that
finer varieties they become Imjournment.
mensely more profitable.
REPUBLICANS OF NORTH
PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION
CAROLINA HOLD POW-WOIN FULL FARM LIFE
i
reGreensboro,
N. C, July 10. The
.,...
.. .1 '
Raleigh,
N. C; July 10. The Far..,.1.11
Miuui:aii Biittc vuiiviriiituii
uuiivciieu
liegan a three-day- s
here today. Senator Carter, of Mon- mers' State convention Nearly
every
today.
session
tana, and other republicans of national
selecreport are here to aid the ticket with phase of farm life frommid-da-seed
y
meal
the object in view of. reducing the tion to preparing the
will be treated. Special divisions will
democratic vote in the fall.
be made for the cotton farmers, tobacco raisers, the dairy men and InINDIANA LAWYERS MEET
AT WEST BADEN. stitute workers.
West Baden, Ind., July 10. The annual meeting of the Indiana Bar as AMERICAN CATHOLICS
WILL VISIT ROME.
sociation; will be held here during the
New York, July 10. A large
Col. Charles L.
next three days.
of Catholics under the spiritJewett will deliver the opening ad
dress, his subject being "One Code of ual direction of the Rt. Rev. Heury
Crlmluul Procedure." The Hon. John Gabrlels, Bishop of Ogdensberg, N. V.
W. Curran, of Indianapolis, will deliv-- , and John J. MoCrane of New York,
HE CHARGED WHOLESCRAPPER
er an address and Judge Lurton, sailed for Europe on the Cunarder
SALE BRIBERY presiding Judge of the United States: Slavonla. The members of the party
PRE-ADAUGHTER OF SPANISH
court of appeals for Kentucky, Ten- will enjoy the rare privilege of an.
ARRESTED FOR
IS
TENDER
nessee and Ohio will deliver the ad- audience with the Holy Father. After
BRAWLING.
dress Thursday. The banquet will be visiting Rome the party will tour the
continent.
Thursday evening.

'

FRENCH

UNDERWRITERS

ad-rte-

Petersburg, July 10.
s
of the
Admiral Roiestvenskv was acauitted ereJ today tp leave tor
on th eroimrt that he was not in his where he will spend another month,
full senses, and therefore, was not ac-- l afUl'- which he will go to Italy or
what Xranspirad at the Switzerland preparatory to returning
countable
time of surrender.
Recommendations to Russia in the fall t take tip the
for mercv in the case of the convicted work of state. He Is credited with
officers were baaed on the nhvsical holding the view that the representa- and mental demoralization produced ' Ive In ancli of the Dounia is doing its
bv the long voyage and the shock of inmost io neconie a revolutionary
disaster in battle. Thev were also 'body, delaying reforms and maintain
credited with a desire to save the life Ing chaos; that the Jews by placing
' henisel ves nt the head of the revolt!
of Roiestvenskv.
tionary movement make it impossible
DURNOVu'S ESTATE WAS
for their friends to assist them; that
UESTROVED BY PEASANTS, all Russians must consider the r.eces- Yarensk, Russia. July lo. The es-- : sity of preventing Inconsiderate action
tate near this town cr M. Durnovo bv revolutionaries.
former minister of the interior, has
been completely destroyed by rebel-- ACTORS' CHURCH UNION
IN ANNUAL CONVENTION
lions peasants.
July 10. The Actors'
London,
WINDOW GLASS WORKERS
Church union oneneri its nnnnnl con- GATHER IN PITTSBURG. vfntion at the Bishops' house, Ken- Pittsburg, Pa.. July 10 The Amal- - sington Gardens, today. The reports
FIRED HIM
gamated Association Of Window Glass of the committee shows the healthy
Workers met in annual session here growth of the organization and plans
GOT IN HIS WORK
today. About three hundred dele- - are under way for furthering the good THE KAISER
A DRAMATIC CRITIC.
gates were present. The scale and work. Much credit is given Rev.
other matters of Importance will be Donald Hole of Indon for th
jeess nttained.
St

i
held by the reform nartv that
th companies are ejecting min.-- r
reforms, out are permitting such Im-

L

portant matters as restitution of misapplied fundH and the piinisnmont of
the misdeeds of the old managements
to (tie out as public clamor ceases.
Tne committee will demand that
both boards of directors be swept
clean.
After an hour's session, permanent
organization was ffected, as follows:
Chairman Richard Olney. of Massachusetts.
Policy Met Chairman Governor Frank
Who Shall Control This Vast Amount,
Manly, of Indiana.
Executive Committee Alton B. ParWall Street Speculators
Holders
ker, of New York; irovernor J. E.
Johnson, of Minnesota; Charles Emory Smith, of Philadelphia; Harlow N.
Stock Gamblers?
Higginbotnam, of Illlncis;
A. M.
Shook, of Tennessee; Governor Henry Roberts, of Connecticut; Governor
Samuel W Pennypacker, of PennsylDAYS
AN
SIXTY
WILL
BE
ELECTION
HELD
FOR
vania.
Finance
Committee Thomas B.
Wanamaker, of Pennsylvania; 'F. O.
Neidringhaus. of Missouri; Samuel
To Select Officers For Mutual and New York Life-W- all
Newhouse, of Utah.
Crurtsel Samuel Untermyer,
of
New York.
Holders
. Street Wants Old Gang-Poli- cy
Secretary Seymour Eaton.
Organizer G. H. Scrugham.
Demand Clean Sweep.
The general committee lormally
to the list of its members the
names of Lord St. Oswald and
managements
The intrenched
of
Special Correspondence.
Bannard. M. P.. to represent the
York, July 10 The battle the companies, on tne other hand, are English policyholders. After the meetNew
royal between the strongest forces of using the powerful agency systems ing the committee issued an address
to organize the opposition and secure to the policyholders, explaining the
Wall street and the powerful intern
tional policyholders' committee, for iproxbs for the officers n:w in con- inception of the movement and out,0(KL combined trol.
control of the $!)00,
lining the plans of the committee.
It js understood
that practically
assets of the Mutual and New York
For the Present Officers.
Life Insurance companies, is now rag- the same list of officers of both tne
"Under the law the New York Life
Mutual and New York concerns will
ing fiercely.
The ex- - Insurance company will nominate ofThe financial quarter teems with in- he nominated for
terest over the possible outcome. ceptions will be trustees, who will re--i ficers to be voted for at the coming
Nothing in the history of the country fuse to run. The nominations will j election. I do nt know who the comcompares in point of magnitude with 'be posted within a few days. Accord-- , ing nominees will be. 'i his convpany
this struggle cf 1.2o0,o j policyholders Ing to Samuel Untermyer, organizer! has no attitude for or against the inpolicyholders' committee.
of the policyholders' committee, and ternational
to manage their own savings.
It Is too rich a pie for Wall street chief counsel, there has been no dis-- ' The election will be decided by the
to allow to escape without a bilter cushion yet as to the ticket to tie policyholders themselves." Statement
'named by the policyholders' opposl-- ' by Alexander E. Orr, president of the
fight.
New York Life Insurance company.
According to the policyholders' com- tion movement.
mittee, made, up of among the most
The committee' will send ballots to
For Mqhtlna Policyholders.
eminent men in America, France, every policy utilder. These may be!
"Despite the vigorous efforts of the
Germany and England, the time has marked as In any ordinary election.
come to finally effect mutua.izatlon and returned by mail. It is agreed officers ot the New Y'ork and Mutual
will companies to entrench themselves in
which whi be something mere than a thut the present managements
mere term. Their work Is to induce endeavor to corner a l3rge number of office. I beiieve tnat the policyholders
the individual policyholders to world proxies to lie voted by interests favor- will realize the Importance of exerover to personally participate In the able to the prevailing regime. The! cising their right In a voice in the
next annual election of the companies' international committee is urging all' control of their savings. This will be
director, and t'lirou'gh the lallot lox policyholders against nWiuany prox- actual mutuallzatlon, and it will
finally complete the excellent work of
ies, but to vote directly.
oust J. P. Morgan's representatives
The formiug of the International the Armstrong Investigation and the
from the ,'ev . ork Life, and these
The present
committee dates from New York legislature.
of the Standard Oil company from policyholders'
ithe action of the nianagenie.:; of the iiinnagtMiienls are discredited and full
the Mutual.
At the first mee ing of the policy- Mutual In whitewashing Its sins and public confidence .will not be restored
holders' commiitee, held in this city ousting Stuyvesant Fish, who insisted until boards of directors are chosen
he
upon complete exposure under full in- - which will absolutely represent
July !: organization was effected.
The election will take place be- vestlgation. With Fish out. the Stan- policy nolders. The Insurance busitween Octooer 18 next, and December dard oil party was .eft in absolute ness must come from under the domination of Wall street before abuses
IS, polls being open for sixty days.
contr:l.
Morgan is still in control of the will finally be corrected. I urge 'polThe committee is operating quietly.
In many states there have already New York Life. Despite all' the talk icy nolders, who are being solicited
been established organizations cf
and the urgent demand of policyhold- by company agents for proxies, to
favorable to the reform ers. George W. Perkins' resignation vote for themselves." Statement by
plan, the number being now estimat- has not yet been accepted. Presi- Samuel ntermyer. counsel for the indent Orr Is not. considered a satisfae- - ternational policyholders' commiitee.
ed at. nearly 300,0oo.
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Rojestvensky Acquitted on Sublime Porte Objects lo an
Ambassador Not
Ground of Not Being in
Asked For.
His Right Mind.
re-- !
Si." Petersburg. July lO.-- The
of the constitution,! democrats

e.iief executive, because of his
inexperience wiK insurance matters,
his old age ana 'his diversified Inter- -
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ARE THINGS DOING

'if fi

Moderate Business Reported in Boston Mixing Wools by Importers to Secure Lower
Duty Doubles the Duty.

PRINCESS ELVIRA OF SPAIN.
recent telegram from Florence
;
states that the Princess Elvira, a
r
to
daughter of IKm Corlos,
the Spanish throne, has been arrest ei
for brawling in a shop, it is reported
that the princess started an argument
FRANK J. GETIIRO.
H EH R MAX GRUBE.
with her furrier over the pn('e of
Me rlin, July 10.
Gethro is the Massachusetts legls- -'
The kaiser lias Just some
repair work anil the discussion lator who was recently expelled from
given another exhibition of his ability terminated
In a frte for ail scuffle.
the state house of representatives for
as u dramatic critic.
Herri
WJien
bribery of members. indlng he had
Grube, playing in "Win. Tell," at the. AMATEUR GOLF CONTEST
been made a scapegoat he has given
Royal Iheatre, appeared in the "apple
ON AT ENGLEWOOD.
District Attorney Moran, the Jerome
seer;-- ,
he rode In buskins Instead of
Knglewoou, N. J.. July 10 The naboot. This so annoyed William that tional amateur golf championship con- of Boston, information which may lead
of
he was promptly fired.
test opened here today. The event Is to the arraignment of and conviction
house on
the
members
thirty
belonging
to
the
golfers
to
all
tH'ii
of bribery. It is understood
MORE THAN A MILLION
clubs which are members of the charges gave
Moran the names of the
IMMIGRANTS
LAST YEAR United States Golf
also to 'that be
New York, July 10. More than a such foreigners
In
visiting
this whole bunch.
million immigrants entered the I'uited country whom the executive commitStates through Ellis Island station tee of the association
may Invite. MEMORIAL SERVICES FOR
VICTIMS OF WRECK
during he fiscal year ending June 30 There will be a quallf.vliig round of
London, July 10. A memorial serlust. The exact number was 1,062,054, 36 holes, medal play. IS holes the first
an increase of 199,075 over the pre- day and li the second, the 32 players vice for the American and Canadian
ceding yeur. The largest number,
i, making the best scores to compete at
victims of the Salisbury railroad discame from southern Italy. The Miiile match play until the final Is aster of July 1 took place at St. Paul's
Hebrews were second with 125.000. reached, this is to be at Ct holes. A cathedral today in the presence of a
These immigrants brought a total of gold medal will be awarded the win- large congregation, including AmbasI19.HOO.IHIO.
ner, silver medal t t' e runner up. sador Whitelaw Reid and staff of the
s.
American embassy.
and broi.ze medals to the ether
Closing Stock Quotations.
There is also a gross priz--- '
TRAVELING MEN HOLDING
New
July lo. Following for the qualifying round.
York.
SESSION AT LITTLE ROCK.
were closing quotations:
The KngleiM)J course Is 6,240
Atchison, common
.
Little Rock, Ark., July 10. About
Ralph
yaitls
Jr.. has the
Atchison, preferred
. 99 4
75
.f
and John one thousand knights of the grip In
amateur record
ArNew York Central
130
Huitens the professional mark at 72. Hie southwest and particularly
Pennsylvania
kansas travelers meet in annual ses.125U
sion lure today for a two davs ses.
Southern Pacific
SENATOR CRANE WAS
Union Pacific, common ..
MARRIED TODAY. sion interspersed by feasts and busi.143,
ness talks. There was an address of
Union Pacific, preferred .
.
94 ''.
Manchester ij he Sea. July lo.
Amalgamated C pper ....
,. 97-- , Senu' ir Crane as married here today welcome by Mayor Lenon ami a reU S. Steel, common
P.
to Mis
Josephine
Turner this
.
34
Itoardman. sponse by President
U. S Sleel, preferred ....
.1"12 They will steii. I ti e summer here and morning.
return to Wiashing'on to take up their
Spelter.
Mr Crane Is
Copper and Lead.
in the fa"--.
10. Spelter,
New York, July lo. Copier and United
senator and a former
St. Louis. Mo., July
It itl dull an
unchanged.
.'nil. tit $' 7V
finriior cf
u:

y

A

j

-

222,-6iK-

1

WORLD OF WOOL THERE

Boston, July 10. Moderate business ; BRAZIL'S NEW TARIFF
FAVORS THIS COUNTRY.
in new wools is reported by the trade
Washington, D. C, July 10. Secrehere. Manufacturers do not appear tary Root's proposed visit to South
anxious to consider large deals and America nas begun to hear fruit. Bragrowers look upon their attitude as zil has Just announced a new tariff
part of a plan to bear the prices. Act-- , which reduces the duty on flour and
many other American
exports
20
lvlty reported from the west is at- per cent,
and is designated to protributed by buyers to the willingness mote the development of commercial
of sheepmen to meet the buyers half exchange between this country and
way and local traders say they are Brazil
walling for the feeling to reach the
TEXAS AND ARKANSAS
east.
LAWYERS IN 8ESSION.
Texarkaua, Ark., July 10. PromiDECISION IS AGAINST
IMPORTERS OF WOOL nent lawyers from Texas and ArkanBoston, July 10. The decision of sas met at the annual meeting of the
the hoard of general appraisers in the State Bar association here today. Hon.
case of Stone & Downer, wool import- - David J. Brewer, of the United States
era, against the United States, that supreme court. Judge Selden Spenmixing wools to Becure a lower rate, cer of St. Louis and Judge U. M. Rose
of duty subjects the wool to a double of I Jt tie Rock, will be guests of honor.
duty, is upheld in a decision handed Senator Bailey and other' political
down today by Judgw Coll. United legal lights will brighten the meeting.
States circuit Judge. This was a test Many reforms will be recommended.
case to determine; the rights of wool Three papers will be presented by
each state.
importers.

seml-flnallst-

LADRONE

OUTLAW MUST
BRIGADIER CENERhL
STAND REGULAR TRIAL.
RUCKER IS DEAD.
Manila, July lo. Montalon. the
Los Angeles. Cal.. July 10. Brigaleader, surrendered at Talisay dier General Louis
Henry Rucker, U.
ou July h and was removed to Cavite S. A., retired, died yes'erday.
Heen-lisie,for trial
This leaves but one
at Chicago when the flrM call
outlaw leatier at large on the for troops was made
in lstil. He rose
island of Luz n. General Allen, of Irom the
to a high grade and
the consi bulm y. has announced that was retiredranks
in lii3.
e

all

utlaws must stand trk.l.
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paper.

Sheepshead Hay, July lo The June
New York Money Market.
nieetiuK ,f ttie Coney Island Juckey
i'ii., juty i". .ione uu cui;. Club closes today with the popular

ht
'

prime

cent:
er cerif.

mercantile

liar

Lawrence

siher, has
tlit- -

Kealization.

been one of the most

history

of

the club.

The meeting
succ-ssfu-
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in

.
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Provisions.
Kansas City Livestock.
Chicago. July 10. Following were
Kansas City, July lo Cattle
ll.Ooil: market strong; native closing prices:
Wheat July, 77c; Sept.. 77c.
steers, $1.0(K) 6.1o; southern steers,
2.00(fc
Corn July, 51c; Sept., 62e--.
$3.oo U 5.00;
southern cows,
Oats July, 38c; Sept., 3US.C
3.10; native cows and heifers, 2.00t?
Pork July, $17.50; Sept., $17,424.
5.30; sto kers and feeders, $2.5ojt
:
4 35: bulls $.'.25fl 4.0U
Lard July. $S.971i; Sept.. $9.12V4.
calves. $2.50
Ribs July, $9.43; Sept., $'.i 5o.
5.25; western fed steers, $2.50ft'5.75;
western fed cows, 2.50ja.oo
Chicago Live Stock.
6.000;
market
Sheep Receipts,
Chicago. July 10. Cattle Receipts.
steady: muttons, $5 ootft 6.25; lambs,
4.5oo; market steady; beeves, $4 10 til
5.45
range wethers,
$5.75!?' 7 60;
6 25; cows and heifers, 1 1.23 jr 5.80;
ti.25; fed ewes, 4 50f 5.50.
$2. 6oii 4. 50:
Blockers
aud feeders,
St Louis. Mo.. July 10. Woo) mar-l.t'- t Texans.
va.90ff 5.25; calves, $.75&)
6.50.
steady anil unchanged.
ts.

ALBUQUERQUE

PACE TV.
AS

THE EVENING CITIZEN
The

You

rWltkf Dally and Weekly by
Citizen Publishing Company

Never Heard

r

for transmission through the
Mils a ascend class matter.

at Fnrtofflo

U

OF US SUBSTITUTING ONE
1NT.RED1HNT FOR ANOTHER
IN A PRESCRIPTION. AND
WE
NEVER WILL.
YOU
DON'T HAVES TO. IN FACT,
WE COULDN'T AFFORD Tu,
FOR WE HAVE THE CONFI
PHYSICIANS.
OF
DEXCE
AND VE ME A.N TO HOLD IT.

NlfffiL A BE- L
-

Official Paper of Bernalillo County
and City of Albuquerque.
Auecitta fmi Afternoon Dlipitchet.
largest City ind County Circulate.
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The council of administration
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their property at Las Cruces.
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par month, when nawi monthly.
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Automatic. 3T9; Colorado. 289.
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Painless Extracting
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street.
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Ira M. Bond.
Gentlemen's second hand
ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR continuous march around Spirit lake WANTED
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R. W. D. Bryan.
Office Shows
be experienced and anle to speak
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with all que,
N. M. Office,
National
LIBRARY INSTRUCTION.
qualifications and capable, need apUnenviable Life
Winona Lake, Ind., July 10. Under
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the auspices of the Public Library
mediately, to the John Becker comB. F. COPP.
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ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Crom
pany, Belen, N. M.
ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING, Commission of this state the fifth anwell
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Albuquerque, N. M.
ual course in library
instruction
OF THE WOMEN ASSISTANTS
FOR RENT.
sunrtiier school opened here yesterday.
OtfVjsjie and Directot
DENTISTS.
hum of the rollers, if she doesn't be Among tae Instructors of note are FOR KENT Two rooms for light
JOSHUA 8. RATNOLDat
PretrMeot
anie to scared to continue it when Miss Anna R. Phelps, Miss Lillian B.
mMn,
housekeeping, at $12 per month.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
M. W. FLOURNOY ,
Small Pay and Disagreeable she sees the surprised faces of her Arnold. Miss Ida-Mm
Tree President
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No. 204 North Walter street.
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317 South BrDadway. Mrs. mail.
Address.
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each head bowed resolutely to the
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Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
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sound that Is what the tourists see. Sculpture society has appointed a
By Marjorie Lewis.
Authorised Capital
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pleasant,
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RENT
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great uninitiated multitude outside of who are making Uncle Sam's money, chairman; Adolph A. Weinman. J.
rooms, wnh conveniences, at. 417 olntnu-ntmade nv mall.
The printers and their assistants Scott Hartley. Attilo Picelrilli and
Washington "making Uncle Sam's
Depository tor Atchison, Topeka
West Fruit nvenrie.
Santa T Railway Company
money" has almost appeared Incredi- work under a bright blue electrfc Solen H. Berglum to Investigate the
PHYSICIANS.
bly simple, and entailing rather less light all the time, whether the light atk.n of the board of directors of the FOR RE., i Large, cool rooms for
ligiit housekeeping; rent reasonaDR. R. L. HUST.
of actuM labor than any other form outside is dim or not, and from the World's Fair, St. Louis, In making
ble. 524 West Railroad avenue.
Office, 68, N. T. Armijo Bldg.
jf drtly bread winning in which the roof to the tables on which the rollers permanent the model of the statue of
rest run strings of little flags. If St. Louis by Charles H. Nishaus. the FOR RENT A
e.
, American people are forced to
treated with Hieh- house; bath,
To the one Inside the sacred every other emotion loses its grip New York sculptor without his con
electric light and other modern con- Frequency Electrical Current and
room, sent. Mr. Nlchaus received less than
given eaeh
veniences. 624 West Tijeras ave- Germicide. Treatments
confines, however, It is known that n the sweltering,
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
fires of patriotism must be fanned $2,0(10 for his model and several years
nue.
of all , the women in Washington the
It Is said that Mr. Nichatis FOR RENT The three-rooQ
VT
"who draw their salaries from Uncle by the fluttering little silk emblems. work.
t
At TJTTr.lTCtJnT-- r
house at nnrse in attendance. Both 'phones.
Lacking even the incentive which should receive about $115,000, which
DR. W. G. SHADRACH.
Sam, the ones who work the hardest
814
South Arno street, $12 per
CAPITAL
$100,000.00
are the ones who literally "make his the plate printer has of making as would make possible the casting in month. Address, Highlands. Citizen Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
SURPLoS AND PROFITS
much monew as he can the assistant bronze In a proper manner of this
K0.000.00
money."
and Throat.
office.
must stand all day fighting the In- equestrian statue, which is 18 feet.
Occulist and Aurlst for Santa Fe
In the government bureau of
THIS BANK WAS OPENED FOR BUSINESS APRIL 18, 1904.
inches high. It Is said that it ap
coast lines. Office. 313
FOR SALE.
cur sidious, powerful odor of the ink
bill
where every
West Rail- her eyes from the sharp pears to be the Intention at St. IouIs FOR SALE $35.00 takes new drop-hea- d road avenue.
We Invite your attention to the following statement, showing the
rent In the United States has screening
business growth of this bank since its organization:
Hours: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1:30 to 5
been made, there is a group of young light overhead and waiting for the to reproduce the model of the statue
only a
Used
machine.
sewing
m.
women known as "plate printers' as hours to pass till the day Is finished. In permanent form by a mechanical
Deposits at the end of the first day
$10,466.92
tew times. Cost $60.00. Call 417
Deposit 8 at the end of the first week
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Deposits at the end of the first month
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opposite the plate printers and feed
Deposits at the end of the first six months
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all complete. J. F. Palmer. Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo. Red 113.
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fresh from the mills, which later will
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Low Rates.
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to tnelr tasks If there were RAL,
O. N. MARRON, Pres.
The plate printer covers the en
J. B. HERNDON, Cashier.
"The Niagara Falls Route." FOR SALE Iron beds and springs,
F. W Spencer and V. O. Walling.
graved steel plate with the malodor nothing ahead but a repetition of For
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Information,
or
.
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Although
dressers and commodes;
kitchen
Barnett hiillrllnir
nils ink by means of a roller, and this .disagreeable work.
V. C. Russell, Northwestern
cabinet and small tables. 617 South Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
sifter each impression wipes the plate promotion Is of necessity slow In the address
Agent,
40
street,
Robert
d
government
Edith street.
departments St. Paul, Minn. W.
with a heavy rag, which, after the
J. Lynch, PassenCIVIL ENGINEER.
.
Crst hour's use, becomes simply an always the hope which springs eter ger Traffic Manager, Chicago, ill.
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new;
Sometimes, to nal In the heart of the printers' as
bran
o
J. R. Frwell.
polish the surface of the plate, he sisiani tens ner tnat when a vacancy
never has been used: one of the
Proposals for Wood and Hay. Al
Room 23. N. T. Armijo building.
uses powdered pumice, applying it occurs in the ranks above she will be buquerque. New Mexico, June 23.
best makes. Call at The Citizen ofthe one who is chosen to fill it. while 9oti. Seslcd proiosals, plainly mark
with the palm of the hand.
fice for particulars.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
On the other side of the roller the her less fortunate sisters will still ed on the outside of the envelope,
LOST, STRAYED OR STOLEN.
Thos. K. D. Maddison.
'Proposals for Wood or Hay,'' as the
assistant is selecting the sheets of toil over the plates and the rollers.
Office with W. B. Childers 117 VvW
ase may be, and addressed to the ONE gray puny, branded on left bi'
J per, dampening them that the im THE NEW
EDEN
CAPITAL STOCK, $2,500,000.00
pression shall be the more easily
undersigned at Albuquerque, New
Return to 1102 South Edith street, Gold avenue.
DITCH OFFICERS Mexico, will be received at the In
made, and standing ready to lake
and receive reward.
VETERINARIAN.
The arrival in Aztec the other day dian school until 2 o'clock p. m. of
Them from the press when they have
IA&r A iox terrier pup, alsiut three
or several prominent officers of the luiy
Been printed.
Dr. F. L. Schneider.
ij, laOfi, for furnishing and de- - months old. Liberal reward will
very little New Eden Dttch & Land com nan v
The work requires
vering at the school as required
Office. 424 North Second
be paid to finder, by returning to
slrwt
Phones
ctoal strength, aud the assistant has has given added hope to this locality during the fiscal year ending June
Auto.. 311 f Colo.. Rim.k as'
No. 619 West Copper avenue.
only to stand still and deal out the that the big canal which means so 30, 1907, about 75 cords of wood and
Residence 'phone. Auto.. 747.
to San Juan county, is assured 70 tons of hay, as per specifications
PAY RENT
-NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
fresh white sheets, but after the first much
the Artec Index. R. W. Ropiu obtainable at the scnool. bidders w... Department of the interior. United
HAIR WORK.
lay or two her eyes begin to droop says
evith the foul, heavy odor of the Ink, quet of Belleville, III., W. S. Walker, state the price of the wood and fiay
States Land office, Santa Fe.
Switches, puffs, etc.. made tr nrrtur
ntl her movements grow to be pure of St. IjouIs. W. Goff Black, of Canon to be offered under
June 29, 1906.
contract.
The
iV.
frjm combings. Call Monday
and W. U Harper, of Cnicago, supplies so offered will be sttnject to
and
ly mechanical, her listless, tired ex City,
Notice Is hereuy givtn that the fol Tuesday
forenoons. Mrs. H. E.
pression being evidence that she de an capitalists and business men. ar rigid Inspection. The right is reserved lowing named claimant has filed noAlso Agent for The Continental Casualty Company, of Chicago, III.
517 South Broadway.'
and In company with Engineer to reject any and ah bids and any tice of nig intention to make final
sires merely strength enough to rived,
are
look.ng
tfurwell
big
over
en
the
In
t
proof
part
any
support
by
bid
of his claim under
of
if deemed for he best
her post till the day is done
stand
RODERICK STOVER, E. E.
Auto. 'Phone, 291. First Nat'l. Bank Bldg., Albuquerque, New Mex.
1 be room where she works she lerprise.
interests of the service. Each bid sections 16 and 17 of the act of Marcn
(26
najjares with BOO men and women
1891.
3.
by
a certified
Stats., 854), as amended Electrical and Mechanical
must be accompanied
Agent for Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
check or draft on eome united states by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
working so close together that often LINCOLN COUNTY MAN
COMMITS
SUICIDE
depository
or solvent national bank Stats., 47" i. and that said proof will Gas and gasoline engines a specialty.
times the ink from one press spoils
itomoldo Montana, an
and in the vicinity of the residence
t. . tvest
of be made befjre the probate clerk at
the dress of its assistant's neighlior prominent
avenue. AutoESTABLISHED 173. $
"OLD RELIABLE."
citizen of Lincoln, com the bidder, made payable to the or- L's Lunas. N. M., on The loth day of matic 'phone,Kanroad
179.
Her hours are from 8 o'clock In the mltted suicide
by
the
revolver
route
morning until 4 o'clock In the after
der of the Commissioner of Indian Angus:, 19o. viz., Jacoho Chaves, In
EXAMINER OF TITLES.
noon, though the presses are whir at his home here the other afternoon Affairs, for at least 5 per cent of the lhalf of the heirs of Juan M. C. de
says
the
White
Way
Oaks
Outlook.
amount of the proposal, which check Chavez, deceased, for the S. H. C. No.
ring until 11 each night with the
H. R. WHITING.
night printers, who go on at 4 o'clock ward living and financial trouble wu or draft shall be forfeited to the Unit- 428, lots 1 and 2, In sections 25, 35 No. 119 South
Second Street. First
the cause of the rash act or it may ed Stutes in case any bidder receiv and 36, township, 7 n'ort.i, range 2
The odor of the ink from the night nave
National Bank building.
been an Mtack of emotional in
ing an award ihali fall to execute east.
before has not left the room when the
Albuquerque. N. M.
He was the son of Jose promptly a satisfactory contract in
He nanus the following witnesses
assistant comes In at 8 o'clock to sanity.
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Examiner anil abstracter of lund
begin her day's work, and if her Mantano, formerly prominent In pol accordance with ills bid, otherwise, to prove his actual continuous ad titles,
including those or Spanish
,i
courage be ever so high as she leaves tical and business affairs in th to be returned to bidder. For fur-i.e- r verse possession of san. trapt for Mexican
origin.
Cairbs thr Largest and Most Exclusive Slock of Staple Groceries
and was himself a candidal
information, apply io the Super twenty years next preceding the sur
the pure air outside, it ebbs soon county,
In the Southwest.
vey of the townsnip, viz.:
intendent of U. S. Indian school,
enough as her lungs become filled for the office of probate clerk durin
PRIVATE
LESSONS.
last campaign, but was defeatei
New .uexico.
Jose G. Lnavez, of Valencia, N. M.
with the enervating,
Will be given in Spanish. French
at the
He leaves a wife and seven chlldre
Jesus Sancnez y Alarid. of Valencia and German, alsi in public higTi
Biosphere.
AND
N. M ; Gregorlo Aragon, of Valencia school branc.ies.
The day workers are' second in line in piuviue ior tnemseives. as well a WHIRLED A GUN WITH
Terms reasonable.
a
RESULTS
PAINFUL
mother
numerous
and
other it
M.; i oiicarpio Sanche- -. of Peralt
V
of promotion, the night assistant be lives in
c.
MRS.
O'CONNOR
ROBERTS,
Vegas met N. M.
Guadalupe Roibal of
aud about Lincoln.
RAILROAD AVENUK.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. 0
ing the least paid la the department
Business College Rooms,
I.ibrarj
with a very peculiar and unfortunate
Any person who desires to protest
She is given $1.25 until her olfactory
Building, Fast Railroad avenue.
PHOPOSAI.S FOR BRICK WARE accident al
was
recently
and
Junta
against the allowance of said proof
senses are sufficiently benumbed and HOI SR. Department of the Intern
to re or who knows ol any substantial rea
DR. VAUCAIRE'S
FORMULA.
tier unruly impulses to "throw the office of Indian affairs, Washington brought to this city Saturday
Op
says
ceive
treatment,
the
medical
THE HEART OF THE HOUSE
by
son under tile laws and regulations of
Recommended
Henry
Mrs.
Job up and leave" sufficiently chas D. C. June 27. 1906. Sealed proposal
who
He
was
a
friend
tic.
talking
with
Interior department why such Sms, 10 develop the bust from four
the
tened to admit of uninterrupted plainly marked on the outside of the was
whirling a
double acsix Inches. Guaranteed to be made
The par; that has to do largely with
worK.
envelope, "Proixisals for Warohotis tion revolver in his hands, and he told proof should not be allowed, will lie to
given
an opportunity at the almve from pure Galegal Extract. The forTourists who uie interested
In Albuquerque, New Mexico," and a
the blood and Its condition is surely
i wo or three
put
him
to
the
times
mentioned time and place to cross mula Is a general tonic, but has a spewatching the bright green bills as dressed to the Commissioner, of
its plumbing.
Poor couplings, leaky
gun
laughed,
up,
only
man
but the
examine the witnesses of said claim cific tffee; upon the bust. Is perfectly
they slip through the deft fingers of dlan Affairs, Washington, D. C. will
jidnts, escaping gases, clogged pipes
when suddenly the firearm was dis- ant. and to offer evidence in rebutt
harml.ss.
For sale at the Alvarado
the employes, are taken to a little be received at the Indian office until charged
'
and the bullet passed through of that submitted ny claimant.
pharmacy.
bring typnoid. diphtheria, malaria,
lvated bridge in the center of the 2 o'clock p. m. of July 31, 19U6, for
room, and from this vantage ground furnishing and delivering the neces Itnibal's nose as close as it could withMANUEL R. OTERO.
etc., in tnelr wake. If we attend to
shatout
badly
scarring bis face, and
Mrs. Bambini, ai her parlors. No.
Register
are shown the rows of men and siry materials and labor requfred
jour plumbing it will be sanitary and
dangerous
a
In
pre2o9 West Railroad avenue, Is
tered the bone. He is
o
women at their monotonous tasks.
ohm met anil complete a trick w are condition and the physlcla:! does not
safe. Look out for the house's lieart.
Often Carry the Most pared to give thorough scalp treatThe
Claims
Modett
women are never house with freight elevator and eli
memment, do hair dressing, treat corns.
We carry the finest line of garden
Conviction.
moved to laughier, except when some trie light, at the Albuquerque school know whether he can save theInflamShenulls.
if
Maxim, the famous gun in bunions and ingrowing
ii
particularly uncommon looking tour- New Mexico, In strict accordance wit ber or even the man's life.
hose In i.ie city.
ist comes "snooping" around, awed plans, specifications, and Instruction mation has gone down the muciious ventor. placed ns gun before a coin gives massage treatment and manicurmiltee of judges, he stated its carry ing Mrs. Bambini's own preparation WSUK
Into an evidently reluctant silence by to bidders, which may be examined membrane and the pat lout can hardly
Standard Plumbing and Heating Co.
or drink. He claims the affair ing power to be much below what h of . niplexlon cream builds up the
the sight of such unlimited money, or at this office, the offices of The Citi tat
kin and improves the complexion,
fel; sure lhe gun would accomplish
nabbing to her companions In the un- zen. Albuquerque, New Mexico: th was all an accident.
Colo., Red 284.
Auto. 'Phone, 671.
a and is guaranteed not to be injurious.
The result of t:ie, trial therefore
mistakable vernacular of the
New Mexican, Santa Fe, New Mexico;
A Complicated Affair.
She also prepares a hair tonic that
H
surprlsi-disap
of
grta;
instead
or wondering and murmuring the Republican, Denver, Colo.; the
Pascal Dvkes Is awful sorrv that pointment. It Is the same with the cures and prevents dandruff and fialr
audibly, "how them young women Arizona, (Vizette. Phoenix. Ariz.; the Dominic
Geary has beaten him.
Colic falling out; restoits life to dead hair;
of Chamberlain's
kin lie kep' from stealin" is a myst'ry Builders and Traders' Exchange, ut
.1.
Dominic Geary is hanging ills hat at manufacture 'Diarrhoea Remedy. Tht
rt moves molt s, warts and superfluous
Cholera and
to me."
Ken.,
Omaha.
Milwaukee, Wis., St. John Vhh llooser's.
DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
Also a face powder, a freckle!
u t pulii'.cly boast of all tiiis rem- hair.
do
Tho printer is paid by the amount I'atil, Minn., Minneapolis, Minn.; the
John Dvkes called on Miss Alice edy wl'l aecom;:isl), but prefer lo let cure and pimple cure and pile cure,
jf work he does, his wage running I" ii it
States Indian warehouses at Vanhoom r Sunday.
PAINT Covers iim , )oo,s best, wears the
SHER..iAN WILLIAMS
users make the a atiinenis. What All of these preparations are purely1
day,
per
$6
of
out
In.,
Mo.,
Chicago,
to v'O
cud
New York.
friiii
St. louls.
ad-- ,
Frank l.ockhart Is wantl"g to hang the
full measure.
longest,
economical;
just
vegetable
most
Have
compounds.
positively
will
it
that
is
do
pav
claim
N.
thev
his
is
Y..
assitanr,
so
he
must
ibis
Omaha, Neb., and at the school. his hat on Mr.
it
s gate post.
lil'll-DiNPAPER Alwavs In slock. Pas i . I. line, Cement, Paint,
dysentery, pains in the tied a vibrator machine for treatment
fusy to see that she Is not allowed to For further Information, apply to He thi"ks .lssVanhoosir
awfully cure diarrhoea, Isiwels,
W
Alice
wrinkles.;
Glass, stash. Doors, Etc.
and has never of scalp, face and cure of
stomach and
do any frivoljng. Once of twice a Charles H. Dickson, supervisor in prelly. iit quacbee (Tenn.) News.
ALBUQUERQUE NEW MEX.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.
been known to fail. For sale by all Ii Is also used for rheumatism, pains
new recruit will break into a little charge, Albuquerque, New Mexico. C.
aud massage.
suing, but it la generally lost in the V. Larrabee, Acting Commissioner.
Try a C!
want advertisement. druggists.
WE PRIDE OURSELVES ON
OUR PRESCRIPTION WORK,
FIU.INO EVERY ONE EN
PRE
US
TO
TRUSTED
CISELY AS IT IS WRITTEN.
PROTECTS
THIS SYSTEM
WELL AS OUR
AS
YOU
SELVES.
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SARGENT DENIES
RESIGNATION RUMOR
WWW

Governor Hagerman Has Not
Asked For Resignation of
Territorial Auditor.
OTHER

HAPPtNlNGJ

AT

About the 1st of September Look Out For Some Big Doings in

Now is the Time

University

to make

In the meantime, however, we will continue to sell choice

25 to $150

level, at from

CAPITAL

No Interest.
There hae been rumors about Santa Fe and other Bectlons of the terrl
tory for some days that there would
be more changes in official circles at
the capitol before long. Dame Humor
insisted that the resignation of Territorial Auditor W. G. Sargent would be
asked for by Governor Hanerman at
at early date. The New Mexican has
carefully Invest iRated this report and
finds It 'is without foundation ami has
no tangible base whatever. Governor
Hat;ernian. for the present at least,
hits expressed no intention or desire in
the mutter. The other rumors can
nisi net be traced to any definite
source t;r reliable point. It seems that
lmsyUilies who have more time than
themselves
money
have InierVsk
very "much In matters ofilcia with
and
which tiuv have no concern.
hence these reports.
Postoffice Estailished.
A pnstoflleo lias bee n established
at l a Lienlre, San M'guel county, to
Infrom Las
sot v.
tas. eighteen
miles to the north. Ke.ipe Tap;; has
boea appointed postmaster.
Cricnge of Watchman.
Jiicurdo Alarld, who has fo;' m;i:ic
time been night watchman at the Capitol building, ha3 been iI'Mnissej and
to
J. P. Conner has be n
succeed him. The change was intuit
by the Capitol custodian committee
having such matters In charge.
Artioles of Incorporation.
The following articles of Incorpiua-tio- n
have been filed ill the ottii o'
Territorial Secretary .1. W. Raynolds:
The Kitancia Public Service
Incorporators tre Milton I Jo we,
William Gregg, John F. I.a.iater, H. O.
Super and George II. Van Stone, all
of Estancia. The capital stock of the
company is $5,mn. divided into "oo
shares of the par value of $t" etch.
The sum of $2.omi has. been paid into
the treasury. Tne principal office is
fixed :it F.stancla. The term of existence is filty years and the purpose of
the company is to own. buy. se'l. drill,
lease and otherwise deal in artislan
wells and well machinery.
1

I

NefigfoftQ pFQipeFlty

Your Selection

119 S. Second St.

No Notes.

Joy in the New State
Is Unconfined, You Bet
THE DRIEST SPOT IN THE UNION
FLOODED, AT ONCE
TO
BE
WITH OCEANS OF BOOZE AND
OFFICES WILL BE PICKED OFF
THE BRAMBLE BUSHES.
Special Corresp ntlepre.
Tli-- '
very
i
Kansas City. July
able correspondence l:i the Indian
territory and Ol.iahonia were not
able to do lull justice to the v lid
th"
jotcing which prevailed
statehood bill became a law. Many
travelers who shared the Jul) latum
more ns sympathetic observers than
have co.ro in
as real participants
here with reports of the "doings" and
the consensus of their opin'on is that
never was as large a body of people
so near crazy with Joy,
In the Indian Territoiy, which Is,
titled by red tape am! a lot of carpet
department
government
bagger

Ofo--

DIS-

OF TL'CUMC.ARI
WOMAN
NIGHT.

night

s
a' a litt le na
one at the bhiiidh s;
tragedies across the truck in the 'Rod
Light that has yet occurred in that
section of town, siys the Tnctiincari
News. A woman called Ruby. In a Pi
of Infuriated Jealousy, stabbed to death
an 'associate by the name ,.f llianche.
They i;t:arr!led over a lover and
Ruby swoie she would have the lite
of llianche and also that of another
woman. Mid ran into the room of
llianche and sprang 0:1 her like a
tigress, stabbing her eight or ten
times with a pair of scissors, the
fatal wound being In the left side of
the neck. The negro cook and madam
of the house dragged the murderess
through the door nnd off the dying
woman, but too late, the bloody work
had already been done. The woman
Ruby was arrested and thrown In Jail
fiild a coroner's
jury Immediately
summoned which nfter examining: the
three witnesses returned a verdict
tint deatn resulted from wounds inflicted with scissors.

ARIZONA

11

BECOMING HOME
OF THE OSTRICH.

e
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September I7tli to 22nd, 1906.

Purses for faorse Racei

10,GGO in
KDITOR'S

HRKAM.

2:18 Pace Surburg'i Grain Plug Cut Tobacco Stake, $1,000.00.
2:20 Trot Carnation Cream Stake, $1,000.00.
2:13 Pace Moet & Chandon's White Seal
Champagne Stake, $1,000.00.
2:09 Pace Mitchell Wagon Stake, $1,000.00.
$1,500X0 for Base Ball.
$1,000.00 Fruit and Vegetable Exhibits.
Relay Ra:es.
Race.
Ladies' Half-Mil-

arc stitution is to be made, atij over
i'liiiiu elective offices are to be filled.
right, mounts Pegasus and dreams:
Take me sumewliere east of Guthrie, Everybody is a candidate or is boomWhere the beer will squirt and ing a candidate. There pre so many
foam.
jobs that the seekers
have much
Where the booze from old Missouri trouble in settling upon which one
Will remind one so of home.
they would like best. Here is the
See the pipe lines from Kentucky,
I've. Issue today in Oklahoma:
Pumping bourbon to the dry,
Two senators,
five congressmen,
Thirsty Fouls who long liuvo waited
one governor, five
charter officers,
For the bourbon and the rye.
supreme court and district judges,
Sparkling fountains of gin rickeys
probate judges, sheriffs, treasurers,
Soon will play on every lawn.
auditors, county judces, itc, etc. And
Cooling high-btfiwill revive us.
this is the real popular song In the
At uie breaking of the dawn.
future state:
Fire plugs soon will run with brandy, Everybody slaves but mamma;
Of course, soda we have had.
She frets around all oiglit.
Peer In pitchers up back alleys,
Woiryin' about poor father.
Doesn't sound so really had.
Who wants every job in sight,
Musty ale and green mint Juleps,
lie thinks he'll go to the s 1. e
Tom a.id Jerrys, Sandygafts,
Or else be a couiitv kin":
Siicrry Hips r.nd .Mamie Taylors,
Wouldn't mind bein" gov'nor '
Soon
'
our smiles will turn to
Or any other tiling.
laughs,
Wider carts will soon spray "cham-pie:- " Poor old daddy's daffy.
Shakes everybody's ml
"Cordial" jrrcetint'8 will one get
Mikes speeches in his bed room,
And t:ie land of thirst and 'smash-ups- "
While mamma throws a ti.
lie's sure that he'll like conre-..- :
Soon will be out in the wet.
He has his seat picke
out
The politicians' mecca is the pros- He's drawn his first im nth's salary,
pective state of Oklahoma. A con
Since statehood's rot
doubt.
stiy the lid clause

is no

Rood

e

ls

SPEECHES IN
DAllOY MARKS
THE likl) R(l().i. WHILE MAMMA
THUCi'A S

A

ITT.

is positive ly the
I'nion truni an
Coholie s'tuidiioi'.i
the two
source if rLear. that 'he pi. -- '.liters
iro:iilviio:i is
must v ' ' ar.d tha"
the
despite
marked for slaughter
statehood hi" clause d" iuned to keep
c;i tile liil l.'f a sco'. e f yen is.
Cni' of Cue Indian "err'torv
wlio
coiivli.'ced that t'.i

clerks, and wliic
iliest i ip:t in ti.'

rs

Wt.i. .1. Hiyan has
York leinev rats 'ha;

Baby Show.

Jersey Stock Show.
Poultry Exhibit.
,
Trades Display.
Flower Parade.
Montezuma Ball.
Carnival attractions, with 20 shows on the
streets carnival all the time.
SOMETHING DOING ALL THE TIME.

Territorial Fairs for quarter of a century,
but nothing like this

tic ill
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fe.olesaie Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
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WILL REVOKE
ARTESIAN WELL TAX.
Attorney ,J. ,. Juiiilson Has letiirned
10 Roswcll
from Carls , ail, when- - he
wflit to represent the vvi.ll owm is in
case before the commlssiolli is of
Kddy e:uuty, says the Record. The
commissioners of th.u coiin v had
lis that
levied a tax on the artesian
are on gov. nnmnt land. 'I lo re were
ir2 wdls of this class in tl.e county,
and as tl.ev were nssesscd at $,o''
lo $!i.uit. the quest ion involved was
a weighty one. fiuauclrlly at least. Attorney Johnson siicci iie.l in getting
a new oib r liom tin commit sinners
f
l.v waii h the tax en this kind
le. Artesl i peoproperty was std
ple, led by Or. vie Talbot, George
Cleveland, K. F. Hnrtwli k and oili'TS,
made tile tight ( ti tile order. The
cate is (Siiecially interesting in
Chaves eoinry. as there ate a great
many Mi'-wells here. The commissioners of C'.iaves county had refused to lew a tax on such wells.
COMMISSIONERS

'

With Big Appetite.
S.'ei ial t'orresp d au e.
he
New York. July
giant in the world is tr.ving to break
tit rough the gate of New York. He is
inches
Feoilor Machnovv, U feet, 2
"all. with his hat 01T, and he was d'-- l
immigration authoriit i tie d by the
ties on the charge' that he was of unsound mind.
scraper
The Russian human
was brought to this country for ex- hibition purposes.
His
Maohnow is 2t! years of age.
wife, who accompanied him, is of normal stature, and the couple present
au odd appearance while walking to
gether. They have two children, one
a boy, who Is growing abnormally
and promises to be almost as tall as
his father. The baby gill Is of 1101- mal proportions.
The giant was a Russian peasant
unl was discovered by a threat ical
manager In a small provincial town.
Maohnow says that he despises curious people, and It is only by coaxing
that he can be made walk through the
street.
At Ellis Islp.nd his meals for one
day include:
liR EAKFAST.
Six fried egg.
Twelve butter cakes.
Oue quurt of coffee.
Five oranges.
Half loaf of bread.

Reduced Rates
on all Railroads

:

The sporting editors of the Wash- -'
Sarah Bernhardt wept when she
he W
Ml itigton newspape
have begun to told the Paris reporters about, her
commit ie.' abuse their base ball team, not
ttust a 011 !.(
Maybe she
trip to the 1'nlted States
.come him home. This
that v.il!
it is next to the last, but because was thinking of some nf the money
n;; y be m.irke il down as his fir.-- i .step the I lost hi team is the only one of She didn't have time to take with her.
to (dine;. - t!he nomination.
which it can keep ahead.
One of the Ice companies In Huff i'o
A
m
auto
It is reported that John I.. S11III- - took a customer nvvny from the other
Minna;
leiir.
s
1.",
ei;s
!ive vau,has been sober for
to prison
M ill'C
r w,i
months. company, and both of them began
days iv ,.iM to see it a
This shows how ingi irons a pr"ss bragginc thnt it orovfl 'here was no
bv
agent ca.i be when he realiy tries.
colder.
could be
ice trust.
1

Maneuvers by United States Troops,

1

1
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i
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Tin
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years have elapsed
since the first American ostrich farm
was started, says tne oatunlav Evening Post. Taere are today 2.200 of
fne birds in the I'nlted States, of
which t.a. are in Arizona, the remainder !elnK In California, Florida
and Arkansas. More than half of
them are the progeny of a single pair,
mated in Arizona In 1S91.
During the last five years there has
Wen a (treat boom in ostrich feather. This country is one of the
consumers of the product, and
every year we import nearly $2,5()0,0iiu
worth of tile raw. or "unmanufacLUNCH.
Two and one half pound; cold roast
Nevertheless,
the
tured" article,
good
Deer.
a
'plume
at
are
least
American
Three glasses Ice tea.
aa the African, and there Is no reawny
farming
should not
Nine new potatoes.
son
ostrich
le still further developed !n Arizona Four large rolls.
THE Rl'SSIAN (HAN'T RKSIDK Hi:
WIFK. f'Hot();hai'Hei
ON TUB
Three cuts shortcake.
and California.
STEA MEIi IN NFAV
YORK.
DINNER.
Ostriches will thrive all over the
though the Salt
One pint cold soup.
states,
southern
river valley in Arizona is regarded as Two and one half pounds porter- Four soft shell crabs.
charge of the giant, declared that
the best location fcr fne Industry, i's house steuk.
Half pound lee cream.
these were average meals. Machnow
climate bein favorable, with plentiful
pound
Half peck lettuce salad.
Quarter pound
cake
has to sleep on a Kieela!ly constructoupplles of green alfalfa all tin- year
One pint string beans.
Two glasses lemonade.
ed bed, tit on dry goods boxes or barr jund.
Seven slices bread.
Morris Clest, the theatrical mj.a in rels, and drink with a quart cup.
Twenty-thre-

'
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'.'HE INDIAN TKKKITORY

Wil-l.tr-

Plida

j

.

!"

was the scene of a
Killing th e other

First Nat' I Bank Bid.

sfm V".

ALMA

Fred Fornoff, captain of mounted
lo!ice, siatio.ied at Santa Fe, has received a report from Sergeant V. K.
,
containing the information that
lie had arrested Juan Lopez, who is
wanted in Prescott. Arizona, for murder, in the .dogollo'n mountains near
Alma. He also arrested George Sanders, wanted for horse stealing in Yavapai county, Ariz., near Uie s.ttne
place.
,
Sergeant Lewis also ma.ie a report
on the rv.niored Indian urn Nit:.; in the
westem part of Socorro ami Grant
counties. He says Uiat the rumor was
started by a man who promise! to
take the officers to the place where
the Indians were campinu. bur who
nisappi:are.i heron?
time t i:akM
the start. The mutter was investigated, however, ami it is the up n ti of
Sergeant Lewis, who total;
their
aiu;!iig place, thar there wire never
more tiian two hilars together at
( ne time.
That they had been killing
tattle, however, was evidence,! by tiin
l.'rv.e iii,e of bones they had let: behind them. It is thought that the
were carried on by a coti-pof renegade Indians from the Nav-:;!'.- o
reservation.
I ieiiteuant
t tjirir.no Baca, of t',e
iiemnte pohce. arrested in Santa Fe
Ar.iaMo Itartl.i, charged with comp'ic-i'- y
in ouruiug down a house in
d
early last week. The prisoner
was ta'eu () I2r,iancia for his preliminary hetri.-r;-.

TRICT

No Assessments.

m

IN M0G0LL0N MOUNTAINS
4U AN
LOPEZ
WANTED IN ARIZONA
FOR CRIME.

THE REDLIGHT

No Mortgages.

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS IMPROVEMT CO.

ACCUSED MURDERER
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delay at any station.
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PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
DINING
CARS, TOURIST CARS,
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Shortest and quickest line from
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Springe and all Colorado
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was

to second class
mall matter, alnce the postofflce department attributes
differto this aecond class matter the cause or the wide
department.
the
of
expenditures
receipts
and
ence In the
an anA Sunday's telegram, In giving a synopsis of of the
nouncement made Saturday by the secretary
commission, uses this language:
uni"The system as a whole, the report says, lacks oftlie
and
publishers
formity, and Is confusing to the
espeficials alike. The report says the inquiry will berevenue
the
whether
determining
toward
cially directed
comfrom second class mail matter should not be made
mensurate with the actual cost of the service berendered
placed
1n handling it; if not,, what limitations should
in
that
embraced
be
properly
may
upon matter which
above-mention-

look into the laws relative

ed

imIt Is certainly strange that the only idea of
th
of
heads
present
which
the
management
proved
postofflce department seen able to grasp, is to curtail
la shown not only
the efflciencv of the service., Thisscope
of second class
the
plan
jo
restrict
proposed
in this
Impair
the growth
plans
to
other
in
matter,
but
mall
delivery and to reduce the
and usefulness of fmr-Twrwages of the more poorly paid employes in the mail
J
service.
purpose
It has heretofore been considered that the possiof the mail department is.to furnish the cheapest
reble price for the bestWsible service, and if thelittle,
matters
but
expenses,
it
equal
the
not
do
ceipts
benefit. How-ve- r,
as the taxpayers are the ones who get thecome
closer tooutgo
must
If the income and
gether, the department Should Improve rather than take
dethe retrograde action Just mentioned, and which the
partment 80 evidently favors.
Mr. Haugen, a. member of congress from Iowa, who
opposes the parcels' post, which many advocate vas' a
remedy for the postal deficit, compiled certain 'statistics
'
relating to the amount paid for mail transportation by
to the New
the government to the railroads. According
that;
discloses
Investigation
Haugen's
Mr.
WTorld
York
of the cost of the postofflce departOvr !
nalrt to the railroads. For the mere transporta
ment
la
tion the railroads charge $1.25 per ton mile. This In
although
charge,
freight
average
100
the
times
over
' their freight business the railroads provide stations,
oars and all employes. In the mall business the gov
ernment pays additionally the rental for cars and
th rlprks who handle the mail. For the 1,015
postal cars the government pays $3,500,044 annually, an
verace of $5,427. The cars cost only fh.onu to khiiu.
The exnress companies carry parcels at a
rate for less than a quarter of the railroad mail charge
Yet the express companies out of this pay for their of
fices, clerks, delivery wagons and big dividends on inflated capital." The World reminds Mr. Haugen that his
figures prove "conclusive indictment against the post- office administration which pays railroads ten times as
much for the mall as for the express matter in the next
one-quart- er

n

100-pou-

to tne Scribe, "what a different view
man assumes of marrltige some years
after the ceremony has been performed?"
Upon the Scribe's "assurance that he
had not the C. O. continued:
"Well, a man's opinion of marriage
certainly does change wonderfully after he nas been married long enough
to discover that It Is not 'one grand,
sweet song," or if It is a song that the
baby Is tne prima fljnna, and thtt
there are continued calls for the author after every act.
"An editor friend of mine once sent
out circular letters to a large number of married men In the country in
wnlch his paper va published, asking thoni why they had married. Some
of the answers he received threw Interesting light on this equally Interesting subject.
"Here are a few of the answers as
remember them:
" 'I married because I did not have
the experience I now have.'
"I married
to get even with my
wlfe's
mother but never have.'
.. .j nfH.(ie,i
companion of the on
poslte sex. I still need one.'
I thought It would be more eco
nomical than to pay damages In a
breach of promise suit.'
I married
because I yearned for
company. Now I have too much of it
'
her relatives.'
'I married my w fe because she
had told nie flve other im-- had pro
posed to her. " I always was unlucky.'
Her father was coing to kick me
Or. Campbell straightway set to work to make over! out and I had to take the girl for pro- Ms life methods. He turned his mind to devise wavs I 'eciion.
'I've been trying for ten years to
whereby a blind man might pursue original research in
myself.'
chemistry and hold his place among the foremost echol- - find '1that out
hat s the same nuest on all rav
irs of the day. He devised schemes whereby students frelnds ask meV
work under his direction and he is able to follow Oielr
'Because I was young and unso
every movement. He is read to a prescribed number phisticated.'
f hours each day. He takes his exercise.
His Interest
"And thus the answers go," went on
In art, science and literature has not been one whit the C. O.
"They can't exactly tell,
abated. He Is not an embitrered, sulking recluse. . On but I notice that with all their adthe contrary, Dr. Campbell Is one of the most valuable vice in the premises, others continue
men on the Michigan faculty and a jovial, productive to follow In their footsteps.
Now In my case the answer Is
member of the community.
plain. I went to call upon
young
The lives of these two men are examples of the lady who Is now my wife. the
The connower to do and to achieve which conies as a result of versation turned on. good things to
he hopeful, determined, optimistic outlook upon life In eat.
'Do you like lobsters?' I asked.
the presence of the most discouraging circumstances.
'Oh. George, this is so sudden,'
Although it can scarcely be said truthfully that we can
make life what we will, yet in a great degree life be- she said, and there I was hooked."
comes what we make it.

hcmselves In the face of what to most men would ap
pear insurmountable obstacles are at hand Thei-- men
may have been born with optimistic temperaments, but
In any event the caseB are illustrative of the rower of
optimism to overcome great obstacles in tne patnway
of human achievement.
At the age of 71 Harvey A. Fuller of Hiilsdale, poet,
lecturer and author, is about to enter tne .i:ciugan
State School for the Blind to learn typewriting: that
s, the kind of typewriting that It Is posslle for people
who would write but cannot aee. His view ot me, nis
philosophy of living, his charity, his hopefulness, are
much brighter than those qualities in the majority to
whom Is given the' boon of sight. At 71 years Mr. Fuller
still searching for ways to make life more worth the
while, to get in closer touch with the beauties of an
which he can never see and literature which has Kept
k
intellect Illumined. Mr. Fuller Is one of
his
hose who believe that all events are ordered for thej
i
kA wtna
Mmfnhin and svnn cno
ii- - i .. .i
n h.
doctrine 1n the world. He Js fin optimist.
Tl- ,iI
171. Anomer case i iu
..lu.c ,b t
ward O. Campbell, professor of cnemicai engineering
and analytical chemistry at tne universny oi jncnigan.
At the outset of Dr. Campbell's career, when he had
already demonstrated qualities destined to win the
a re
ecognition of the scientific world, he met
verse from which few men could recover. An accidental
explosion in his laboratory destroyed his eyesight com
pletely. To most men that would have meant the death
of ambition, the annihilation of hope, the end of all
things in this life but the physical functions of

10,
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We've Too Much Clothing
By Several Thousand Dollars. It
must be sold at some price. Go it
must. Don't confound this sale
with any of the many fake sales
now going on. So many stores at
this season merely plow over their
stock and then tag the "weeds" with
clearance cards. Such sales are
paper sales and nothing more. You
will find here no tricks, no shams,
no strings tied to our many offers

sun-dar-

i

..

mh

Call and Get My Prices

.

Fine

b

ALBL'QIFRQL'E

oooooccockoooo
A

NfcAR-.-

N

PLANS

BALL

Chattanooga Times.

Weekly Weather Bulletin
Chas. E. I.inney. section director, reports for

Fine Clothing

and

Furnuhingt

R.R.

AND

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.

RELIEVES PAIN.
UP THE SYSTEM.
CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.

Hot

BUILDS

Springs

BOUGHT. SOLO

TICKETS

EXCHANGED

Association Offleo
Transactions

CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.

Cuarantaad

RGSENFIELD'S,

1

18 W, R. R. Ave.

WM. CHAPLIN'S

FOR

BALL
PARK
AND
ON ALBUQUER-UUEASTERN PROPERTY ON
EAST HJERAS ARE COMPLETED

United States Mint

Faywood

Office over Mandell's on Railroad
avenue, between First ana secona
streets. Hours from 8 to 12 a. m., 1:30
to .6 p. rxi. Auto 'phone 203.
Dr. Williams has practiced his pro
fession in Las Vegas for the past
seventeen years.

HARK

GRAND

M. MANBEILL

Clothing and
Furnishing!

Dr.B. Williams SUMMER RESORTS AND HOTELS
.DENTIST.
0

TO HAVE A

CT!

car."

b

ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

FAYWOOD,

SHOE STORE

no

Men's, Women's CI
nd Children's I IMGOMUGO

New Mexico

hat Albuquerque will soon have a
No. 121 West Railroad Avenue.
near-l- n
baseball park is now a fore
one conclusion. I'mns and sped flea
lions for the new park and grand
stanM to be erected upon the prop
erty of the Albuquerque Eastern, sit
uated just beyond the water works
plant, on East
ijeras avenue, have
No. 424 North .Second St.
been secured from an architect, by the
management of the Mcintosh Brown's
STABLE
SANITARY BOARDING
ami the. v'oik of leveling the grounds
erecfi.ig
and
the grand siaitd will be
F. T. SCHMIDT, Prop.
under way very shortly.
I be
plans for ihe grand stand call
Auto., 311
for a
stand, extending back Colo, phone, Blk. 35.
of the home plate, eight Hers high.
and with side wings extending down
the first and third base lines thirty BE A
feet. The main stand will be sixty
feet back of the home plate, and the
AND THEN A HOME OWNER
side wings will be just, far enough
PROVIDE FOR THE FUTURE
away from the running lines so as
not to interfere with the players.
A wing fence will extend down to
the foul flags, thus preventing the
crowd from overflowing onto the dia
We opened for subscription July 1,
mond, and the field will be open, thus
new series of monthly payment sav
allowing any one who does not care
to pay the nominal charge of 25 cents ings installment stock; $1 per month
for a seat in the grand stand to see will carry a $200 share.
Also a series of prepaid investment
the game free of charge, by standing
stock paying 6 per cent Interest, on
up.
t is understood
that a lease deposits of $100 and upwards.
Liberal withdrawal privileges on all
of
the grounds -- will be signed
today by the management of the Al stock.
We will loan you money to buy or
buquerque Eastern and Mr. William
Mcintosh, and it is agreed that in the build you a home at once, if you be
event, the railroad company wishes to come a stockholder.
use the grounds upon which the grand
Building and Loan
stand will be built, they will purchase The
tne improvements.
ot
AlOuquerque
Association
The plans of the baseball manage
being
are
19,
meiit
GRANT BLOCK.
received with much
ROOM
acclaim by the ball fans, whose do
ma ml s for a near-l- n
ball park have
H. H. TILTON,
been very insistent the past few years
Secretary.
l ne nearness to the city of the con
Any Information Desired Furnished.
templated park makes it of easy ac
cess without having to resort to over
crowded street cars, and, all In all
should fill a long-fe- lt
want, an
prove a highly successful Invest men
for Its promoters.

FIRST

.
See Santa Fe Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty days.

1

The output cf metal money hi the minis throughout
last ,iie
t'nited States continues to Increase, and this mint.
week:
mint
officials say, is another indication of the phenom- Fartly cloudy to cloudy weather has prevailed snal prosperity prevailing in the country. Money in
throughout the week, with frequent showers and thun clitulutiou reaches 32 per capita. The wondertul act
der storms. From the late afternoon of the 2nd, when ivity in the retail trade will demand the largest outpu
general and heavy showers occurred, almost dally rains of minor coin In the country's history
have continued, effectually relieving .the drynt la in
'Coinage for Twenty Years.
The lower Rio
all parts of the territory.
. practically
The following statement given out at the mint
Grande valley, north of El Paso, the lower southwest shows the coinage by pieces In Philadelphia under the
region, the middle Sacramento valley and the middle administrations of the last twenty years:
and northern portion of futon county seem to have been Administration.
Pieces.
poorly favored, otherwise good rains have occurred. In Cleveland .
(1885 to 1889) 2o4.0tl5.293
most parts these amounted to about an Inch, but in the Harrison .
(1889 to 1893) 358,660.725
higher northern districts they ranged from two to more Cleveland
,'
( 189a Ho
897) 238.011,174
'
than three Inches.
','''
(1897 to 1901) 540,497,141
McKinley . .
won
Along with thecloudlness and showers came a
(1901 to .1906)
802,000,000
Roosevelt .
derful release from the heat of the last half of June
"Of the $82,000,000 in silver quarters coined in the
the deficiency amounting to more than ten degrees
mints of the United States Bince the establishment of
day. Maximum temperatures have fallen below ninety the first mint, the mint here put out $'J,5oo,wio under
degrees even in the extreme southern counties sipce the present administration.
the 2nd. The coolness, ;however,; wasp not .sufficient .to
"Of the $50,000,0(10 In dimes colued in the United
cause frost, nor even snow, except on some of the higher States since 1792, the mint here Issued
$8,oOO,oiii) under
peaks along the Colorado border.
the present, administration.
Albuquerque, reported by New .Mexico University
"Of the $27,000,000
pieces,
or five-ceHighest temperature, 97; lowest 53; precipitation, 0.72 coined In thlB country in in114nickels,
years, the mint in this city
inch. El Paso Highest, H0; lowest, 57; precipitation coined very nearly $7,000,000
under the present admin
0.55 Inch. Las Vegas Highest, 93; lowest, 42; precip
lstration.
Station. 2.44 inches. Santa Fe Highest, 72; lowest, 44
"Of ithe $18,300,000 in cents sent out in the United
precipitation, 3.09 inches.
.States since the establishment of the mint in 1792, the
mint has coined nearly $4,000,000 during the present
administration.
"In other words, the United States mint at Phila
Apart from malicious, because knowingly false, tra
Auction of New "Mexico and her people, the opponents of delphla has coined, since President Roosevelt assumed
argument the presidency;, nearly on fourth of all the cents coined
Joint statehood have but three
which they offer in favor of rejecting joint statehood a since the establishment of the United States mint in
t,
of all the
nickels
now offered by congress. They are: Arizona has an in 1792; more than
of all the dimes, and more than one.
Cerent right to separate statehood; Arizona is qualified nearly
ninth of all the quarters coined by the mints of this
for separate statehood; the next congress will have
democratic majority and will give separate statehood to country during the last 114 years. '
Notwithstanding the fact that the number of pieces
democratic Arizona. Besides these, and .the abuse of
New Mexico, nothing else Is or can be .offered as reason coined at this mint is now double what it was nearly a
score of years ago, the number of employes Is not pro
why joint statehood should be rejected.'
To take the la8t first, it is a bad, practice to count prtltuately greater than it was at that time
On the Roll at the Mint.
your eggs before they are laid. The election tor
'Of the 532 persons on the mint rolls at present,
the Sixtieth congress does not take place till November of this year. Should a democratic bouse be elected, Hbout a dozen are away on indefinite leaves of absence,
there is .nothing In the whole history of the democratic without pay, bringing the actual number down to 520.
party to furnish the slightest foundation that they Included ,n this number are sixty;two veterans of the
would, If t hey could, admit Arizona as a separate state; Civil war, several of whom are incapacitated for the
and assuredly they would not admit New Mexico, which performance of manual labor such as is required.
I he
employes, however, are not all engaged In
la as reliably republican as Arizona Ik reliably demomanufacturing metal money. The mint has a machine
cratic.
But, furthermore, a democratic house could not ad- ?!iop aud a carpenter shop, in which mechanics, ma
mit Arizona and New Mexico Kcparately, even If such chinlsts, tool makers and carpenters are employed In
house should be elected in November. Why? Because the manufacture of machinery, furniture, etc., for the
the senate will remain overwhelmingly republican, and different, mints and assay offices and the
men are em
Presldeut Roosevelt will be in the saddle during the en- of the country. In these shops thirty-si- x
xire jire or me sixtietn, or next, congress, as well as ployed."
during the remaining short term of the Fifty-nint- h
con
Kress. Joint statehood Is a national republican, measure,
DO ONE THING WELL.
ana one to which President Roosevelt haa given his
tdison a life motto has been: "This one thing
hand and bis heart. Can any one, with a grata' t !.:viw elect: city. Confining himself
one thing.
sense, believe for a single moment that a republican he has taken on; a thousand patents, to that
while millions of
senate and President Roosevelt will combine with
men, knowing a little of everything, or trying to. or
democrat house to destroy a cherished republican meas- imagining they ilc, have accomplished nothing. Beech'
ure?
er. the greatest preacher of his century, had this motto,
But the whole thing Is based on an absurd assumpmis one thing do." Hj8 mighty accomplishment wus
tion. There are ninety-nin- e
chances out of a hundred possible only by turning all his energies and Interests
that the democrats will not hold the majority in the in'o one channel. Goethe's nun to was verv much the
cext congress.
same, ' Whatever thou art, he all there." The history
ely suceessiui man can be summed up in one
Nogales Oasis:
Why should not Ntw Mexicans sentence, "He did one thing well." Success is hii ahso- come to Arizona to discuss this great question of state- .ute mastery of Ihe single thing In
hand.
hood before Arizona audiences? And why should not
n'aii who takes all knowledge for his province
Arlzonaus present the issue as it seems to them to the and tries to succeed jn a
nmber of attainments und
of New Mexico? Surely this continual effort do acconipiisnmems. will find that
he must flit from topic
throttle discussion of state hood is a very strange aud to topic like a butlerfly from flower to flower, and that
proceeding. But it is easily accounted for. he will accomplish In the world no
more than the bnt- writes fear discussion because the merits terny loes. hnergy must be
The anti-JoiThe manager
conserved.
tif the case are all on the other side. Thev fear instruc of a large establishment, a very promising
man
tion of the people, and they know that iltscussion will (lecmie.i offers of directorship in two leadingying
banks in
lustruct llieni.
Ills town for the reason that If he sapped bis energies in
loo many directions he coubl not nuiio t. an,-uif his
Raton Range: New Mexico will be solid for state- regular business. Every little leak
in the mental reshood, Kaid Major W. H. U. i.lewellyn. in answer to a ervoir lessens by so much the
stream upon "Ihe wheel
gift.'fctioii, and It will be extremely hard for Arizona to of life.
U one of
subtle and
turn down such a liberal enabling act as we have to dange rous of these leaks, as it lh onetheof most
greatest ob
the
vote on. It means practically $.'l5.li(l0,(iO(t in money to stacles to effective work. A habit
of worrying about
the new state of Arizona. The bill should pass and I things that cannot l e remedied, crowding
thought
a:u r thu op.'uiou that II will, but just what the voters .with petty anxieties, laking up one thing the another
after
will
do in the matter causes the only doubt nnu urn
of Arizona
i.iniii aiiyunng to a conclusion 'nese are
in my mind.
ieaUs that are draining the energies to no good purpose.
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UNLOMBING SALE

OBSERVER

XXXXXKXXXXXXOC(X0X)XXXXXXOOt
"Old you ever stop to think," penTwo caes ilhlstrative of what men may do for sively remarked me Close Observer

Business Manager.

Perverse Blindness
commission
Before the close of congress

Uhc GLOSE

Denver News.

W. T. McCREIGHT,

w, ft. STRICKLER,
President.

x

Success Gained Under
Adverse Circumstances

Weekly.

The Citizen Publishing Company
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London Club 00000 0(KtOtCf00iOtOtOtol
LIVERY COMPANY
HOLLENBEOK HOTEL

1

A. C. BILICKE AND JNO. S. MITCHELL INVITE THEIR FRIENDS
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE

TO

Los Angeles, Calif.

Your friendship and patronage is appreciated.
Courtesy and attention
guests is a pleasure to us.

to

50-fo- ot

MONEY SAVER

BEGIN NOW

Adams & Dilgard'

Virginia Blackberry Brandy
absolutely pure.
Ernest Meyers
Co., 116 W. Silver avenue.
Old

Funeral Directors
Embalming

Is

The picnic oaskets for sale at th
Mcintosh Hardware company's store
tre Indispeneaile for outing parties,
Cor. Fifth Street
o
CHICKERINQ &. SON'S PIANOS
YES
We sell 'em. Also the Everett, Kim
all. and several ofier makes. W
Invite yon to compare our prices w it
her
just as (food" pianos
handled hy other firms.. The percent
aje win be to our credit.
We don't handle the largest line of
talking machines and records on
earth, hut we have the m,ost select.
Watch for the Peerless Electric pi
"so-calle-

anos. Respectfully, yours for business. THE WHITSON MUSIC CO.
Pabst

Ribbon,

America's fin
Ernest Meyers & Co., sole
agents, 116 West Silver avenue.

est beer.

Blue

STAGE TO JEMFZ

SPRINGS

The unders'fpert
Is
prepared to
make trips to and from the celebrated JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS. Any Information desired can he secured
from Georpe II. Moore, No. 113 West
Railroad avenue.
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.

O. A. SLEYSTER
INSVRANCE,

Our
and

Specialty
Railroad

A

New Mexico people spending the Summer on the beaches are welcome to
feel at home in our hotel when visiting Los Angeles.

DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS STOP AT THE

H

0XCttOtOs0X

LLENBECK DOOR.

Gas Is Always Ready
A Coal Fife Isn't

.

At the best of times it's waste of
time to bother with a coal fire. Takes
time to make it, poke ft, clean it out
and get it hot enough to use you're
wasting heat and time.
Gas is right there. It needs no
draft; no poking of the fire; no waiting for heart. Turn a handle, apply
a match, and yau get all the heat you
can use, and without soiling hands or
dress or spoiling the temper.
A gas fire nevtr gets cranky a fact
yrU appreciate
when it's near meal
time.

,

See our Gas Paoges on exhibition at the

ELECTRIC BUILDING
The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Go.
COR NCR 4th A NO GOLD

2
0

The successful tailor
the one you would employ
ta make your wedding: clothes
cuts the
cloth.

coat

H.- O'REILLY & CO.
J.
Zsmm LEADING DRUGGISTS
iw

Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
BOTH PHONES

-

according to tne

To he a success, you also must
cut your coat according to your
cloth that is, you must suit your

expenditures to your income.
As your income grows your expenditures
Increase. Often we
hear a man say, "If I had a salary
like Smith, I could save something." At the same time you
who
know nis neighbor, Jones.
f
has only
of Smith's salary, and he manages to save something every year.
Men and women grow rich, not
because they earn large sums, but
because they form the habit of
saving small sums and depositing
.
.v..
1.,..
.1.
mem .....
in me iiaiiu
lor aie heejiiiift.

THE BEST IN TOWN

mm

Per Gallon

mm

-

-

-

$J.50

Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY FARM
Colo.

Red

J

92.

LOOKS

GOOD

TO

one-hal-

That's what you'll say when you
ste ihat nice li'tle home, all fiir- nished, for fl.3oo; J2o0 down
balam e 25 a month.

I

REAL ESTATE
PUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque THE BANK OF COMMERCE
ALBUQUERQUE,
Autocratic Telephone, IT.
MEXICO
NEW
NOTARY

LOCATION

0Os0OsKC

MONEY TO LOAN.
We
$2,5oo.on,
have
$l,5oo.ti
$1,000.00, $5ii0.00 at 8 per rent; tim

to suit borrower.
JOHN M. MOORE REALTY CO
Unfermented Catawba grape juice
Ernest Meyers & Co
soie agenxs, ne west silver avenue

HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER.
CONVENIENT AND DESIRABLE.

PORTERFIELD

CO..

110 WEST COLD

TUESDAY, JULY

AN

ALBUQUERQUE.
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"GIRL IN RED"

OF

ADVOCATE

But Willing to Accept Jointure, Believing it
to Reject, Says District A"

C11IZEX.

ON THE

PAGE FIVK.

SAN

WRECKED TRAIN

CLEVER PRESS AGENT

STATEHOOD

SEPARATE

WAS

EVENING

MARCIAL

Works Morning Paper For Two Passenger Describes Death of W. A. Stoltzman,
Un-Wi-

se

Fireman

Columns of "Free"

Pillsbury-N- o

TWO

SCREAMS

THE

GETS

BEYOND

'AD'

BUMPS

AND

The Man of Business or the Home

Wanted by

Santa Fe Railroad Co.. Had
$958 When Arrested.

Passengers Injured

ttorney II. B. Holt.

DESKS FOR THE BUSY MAN I

EMBEZZLER CAUGHT

SUSPECTED ROBBER

BRU'SES

We have

Just

Library
received

a

large shipment of

OF BOX CARS

Roll Tot
Peeks', Flat and Standing
Desks, office Chairs, Book
Causes,
Typewriter
Staada
and Tablea.
We guarantee our line to.
Uie beet workmaa-shi- p
and highest clajw ot
cabinet work. The desk yon
buy of us will not Sail to
pieces in a short time, thua
causing y6u much acnef-anc-

I.. M. Casey, representing a wholeWilliam Alfred Stoltzman, wanted
drug house of Kansas City, ar- at San Marclal for embeizllng $90
sale
Mexico.
New
Albuquerque,
The EveninK Citizen.
rived in -e city last night on No. 8. while acting as agent for the Santa
a the wrecked
Centlemen Replying to yours of the 28th ult., I beR to slate
train No. 4, which Fe railroad at that place, and also
.separate
of,
In,
advocate
and
a
believer
formerly
went into tne ditch just west of suspected of being the person respon-Flagstathat while I was
now
would
prefer
Arizona,
anil
and
Mexico
New
staiehood for
Sunday morning, was des-- ; sible for several box car robberies at
snob I am convinced that Jointure is the only solution of the stateignated.
San Marclal and this city, has been ar- ngly
reject
unwise
to
be
it.
would
exceed.
hood question, and that
SpeaRing of the "shaKe-up,Mr. rested at Topeka, Kas., on a charge of
congress.
by
in
It
offered
is
shape
which
Casey said:
Joint statehood in the
embezzling $500 from the Rock Island
Our prices are the lowest
benefits which
Every thinking man recognizes the inestimable
"I was sitting in the composite cart railroad company while acting as their
"
.s
my
opinion
would
it
statehood,
in
and
result,
of
would accrue as a
agent at Pratt, Kas.
building
castles,
when
air
the
wreck
now
presented,
lie utter folly to fall to embrace the opportunity
with
the
was
pas-none
occurred,
connected
Stoltzman
rf
while
and
the
and vail ourselves of the exceedingly literal provisions of the Ensenders were very badly injured. It Santa Fe here, and was suspected of
abjing Act in the matter of land grants and appropriations for our
was Just about as close a call as I being the robber who broke into box
(durational institutions.
want to experience.
The fact thftt cars in the local yards in January ana
larup
roll
the
and
should
unite
Mexico
The citizens o New
our car was not more damaged, or stole large quantities, of goods. He
Mum
Is
subwhlen
question
In
of
to
be
the
favor
gpst possible majority
telescoped uy the diner, was due to disappeared shortly after the robber
the
as
mitted at the November election, and it Is to be hoped tha
position
ies
secured
"buckling"
later
of
the
train.
the
The
and
the
308-31- 0
f Arizona will not sland in their own light and ob- N. M.
Ave.,
d
good ptople
liody or the coaCh slid off Its trucks agent at San Marclal, under an
struct the great progressund rapid development wnirh would cer- he
alleged,
la
it
name.
Here,
sand.
We
were
sumed
ploughed
the
into
Arizona.
tainly follow the creation of the state of
0 of the company's
all thrown about th car, but no one decamped with
Yours truly,
I money,
'
but was caught and brought
hurt.
was
B.
HOl.T.
H.
As soon as I could get out. 1 made back to San Marclal and placed under
my wav to the engine, which wasone f.'iuO bonds, to await trial on a charge
Colorado Phono, Blk. 93.
Automatlo Phone, 292.
of the great Pacific type, in the No. of embezzlement.
was
by
mother
Bond
his
completely
It
furnished
1226 class.
had turned
over on Its aide, pinning the unfor-- j and Stoltzman Immediately skipped
MOTHER-IN-LAAN INJUNCTION
out,
Pillsbury,
later lefr.R located In El Paso,
tnnate fireman,
under it, and;
he was slowly scalded to death by es wnere he was going under tne name 01
caplng steam from the broken pipes. Perry. Finding that officers were on
SUES D. B. STOUT
BEATS SHOTGUN
He was not killed outright, but died his trail he left. El Paso and went to
posi
before any assistance could be given Pratt, Kas., where he secured
him. His sufferings before death re-- ' tion with the Rock lslund under the
name ot King. It was while holding
lieved him must have oeen awful.
Stamm, and For Board Bill and Attaches
So Thinks
"The composite car waj badly dam-ae- this position that, the Rock Island
and I doubt If it can be made missed him and $500 about the same
His Wages -- The Result
Consequently Secures One ;
serviceable again. There were a few time. That waa only a fw dav ago.
-- j.p his
of the passengers
who
received He was traced to Topeka,
of a Family Row.
to Prevent
accomplished.
When
bruises and one young lady had her arrest was
ankle sprained, but beyond this, 1 searched he had $!F8 in cash cn his
person.
any
don't think any of them suffered
'
COSTS
ALBUQUERQUE,
Stoltzman Is about 24 years o age
serious injuries."
OPENING IP OF THE CITY DITCH TANNERY FINED $35 AND
NEW MEXICO.
His parents live at
No. 2 and the sleepers of the lim- and unmarried.
Wtest
street, Topeka, his father
ited train were detained at Flagstaff 2.043
aa
0
because ne ctium hui n
riAin
until the road was cleared. It ar- 2043 West street, Topeka. his father
D.
motner-ln-lahis
with
peaceably
M.
Stamm,
shotgun,
P.
better than a
rived in the city last night at 7 being a prosperous real estate agent.
Stout, a switchman in the local
through his legal representative.
Should he escape conviction at the
o'clock,
with the limlted's equipment
wages
torney A. B. McMillen. applied last ev- - Santa he yards, today had his suit,
coupled on, thus making the flyer hands of the Rock Island he will be
on
an
attachment
garnlsheed
t
A
Mart
district
ening to Judge
of the
some twenty-fouhours late and No. returned to this territory to stand trial
court, tor an injunction against the' At the hearing of the suitit oeloieg
.
for embezzlement
and skipping'" his
2 twelve hours late.
afternoon
this
Craig
Justice
it
city of
from
prevent
to
T.tday the regular schedule liad bond.
of
wife
B.
I).
btout,
.Mrs.
oped
that
local
up the city ditch, of'
been 'esumed, and the scene of the
daughter of Mrs.
Unfermentecf Catawba grape juice,
fame at the point where it passes' the switchman, and suing
wreck has been entirely cleaned up.
motheMn-lerda- y
McLean,
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That "The Girl in Red," who rides
t'le diving horse. "Utile Cupid," in
his for:y-fo?- t
dive, during the nr. Carver exhibition?, is as clever as a
press agent as she is in riding the diving hor?e. is made manifest by her
artfully securing almost two columns
of "f.ee advertising" on th? front page
of a local morning paper, and all
through the medium of i couple of Judicious screams, uttered last night
about 11:30 o'clock,. Just autMhle the
entrance to Traction park.
As told by the management of the
Dr. Carver exhibition, and th? man
agement of the Casino and Traction
park, and "TV Girl In Red," whose
name Is Miss Lorena Davlg, she walked to the entrance of the park last
night a'lout 11:30 o'clock, uttered a
couple of piercing screams, then
calmly walked back to the tent wherein are sheltered the diving horses.
A reporter, hungry for sensationalism, was Judiciously informed that an
attempt had been mide to murder (?)
"The Girl in Red." and. lo. the sext
morning, 'two columns of good, solid
advertising on the telegraphic page,
and not a cent expended therefor
onlv two little screams.
Vtrlly. "The Girl In Red" is wrth
her weight in gold 'to Dr. Carver as
a press agent..
Mr. Berger. of, the park management stated, today to a 'representative
of The Evening Citizen thaf. there was
cbsolntely nothing in the story of an
attempt by a Spaniard to kill -- The
Girl In Red." He also stated that
when the enterprising reporter called
npon him last evening for the facts
he told the reporter there wst noth
ing in lie story, ami requested that
no newspaper comment be made, but
that the reporter had responded that
he would "scare-heathe article and
make it luridly yellow."
This Is one "canard" that is not
"exploded by The Kventng Citizen."
but by those whom the sforv concerns
themselves.
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EHJDWEES:

With those who appreciate Quality and Palatability,
Budweiser occupies a place all its own. It is so
superlatively good that, though higher in price, it
has a greater sale than all other bottled beers.

'

Bottled only at the Home Plant.
Anheuser-Busc- h
Brewing
St. Louis, L. S. A.
ARTIH tt I'l'B C.on.MAX. JK.
Son of the late Senator fiorman, of

m

Assn

W. KUNZ. Distributor.

C.

Maryland.

Albuquerque.

1906.

HOBOES

Special correspondence:
"For I'm to be Queen of the May,
mother,
I'm to be (Jiteen of the May."
Overworked Sotijs.
Kansas City, July 10. Wandering
along some railroad route in the
southwest after being "pinched, mugged," and released by the Kansas
City police, Is Rose Itoyer, who calls
herself "Queen of the Hobos."
A girl, anywhere between 14 and 21)
she wore dirty, ragged men's clothing tinder u skirt when arrested. A
round felt hat was jammed over her
closely cropped hair, and her mouth
was full of tabacco and profanity.
"Naw ye don't." she shouted when
being placed before the camera. "No
slabslded copper can mug me. I's
been queen of the hobos and . you
can t put anyt lng on me. The toughest iartof the Chicago levee was too
tamo for me. I m a card shark and
a bootlegger.
I
run this country
wherever I please. I aiu't scared of
your workhouses. Been In too many
of them. I'm part Cherokee Indian.
Hear me yell Whoop-ee-ee-eThe police threatened
to chloroform her liefore they managed to get
the photo. Rose was given hours to
leave town. She struck out for tho
railroad yards, wearing overalls.

ROSE

'
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the corporation legislators and the
gain by the state of $2,5u.himi for its
holdings in the property of the road
and reduced the state taxes from Ij
cents to It! cents on the hundred dollars.

When hP introduced Ills resolution
his critics intimated that he was not
serious In the matter, but bis strenuous defense of the measure on the
floor of the senate anil its final passage put them to shame.
Today. Marj landers spe.u; of him
is the strongest possibility fur the
toga ain.nu the younger men of the
state, irrespective of politics oi pu:v
In the meantime young (luui.tn Is
quietly conducting his law oilii-and
seemlnply pays litt'e attention n the
whisp' rings of his friends Hut those
who know, say that two war hence,
alter a return to the state s 'tiate, he
will yield to the popular demand and
allow his name to be used as a candidate to succeed to his father's
plice. now being temporarily filled
by Senator Whyte.
I

-

'
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The King of Bottled Beers
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IS THE GENTLE

and skill in every process of Brewing is
responsible lor the exquisite taste, tue
mellowness and the delicious flavor of

If

'
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OF THE

QUEEN

The quality of inrzredients. care

TION RING.

Special correspondence:
Baltimore. Mil., July 10. It sometimes happens thnt a young man who
follows In the footsteps of his father,
beproves to he a worthy
cause of hi? own force, vigor and Intelligence. That this may ho true In
the rase of Arthur Pue (lornian. Jr.,
is the belief of his niiiny admirers In
till state, who are already counting
n him to succeed
to bis fntheVs
place two years hence.
Young (iiirmau first came Into
three years aso when his father
was in Europe. The young man had
aired his party's support fir the
state senate, but his father hail
the opinion thai be )iad better lie sent to the house of delegates.
Tln sun. In spite of this.Jook matters
in his own handn ;ml niter a fight In
the convention became the nominee
for senator from Howard county and
won the election by one nf the largest
ma jorities ever "receiv ed by any demo-cie cainliilato.
IHiiing the session of I9n4, lie took
no vry active part on the floor of the
but he became prominent in
the councils of his party and was
then marked as a coming man.
His record during the next session. V.'iUI. exceeded the hopes of
evn his most sanguine friends. Hav-in- c
made a careful study of the legislative game, he at once assumed
the leadership and held the place
through some of the most bitter
fill's ever fought ia Maryland's legislative halls. Although pitted aganist
souse the brainest men of the stale
Ms ability won out and he gained the
cm dor.ce of his colleagues.
The greatest service he rendered
the state was the pussaze of a resolution, offered bv himself, for the investigation of the N flairs of the Baltimore a Ohio Railroad company
This resulted in a complete rout of
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YOUNG GORMAN A LIKELY

POPULARITY IN MARYLAND MAY
MAKE HIM THE LOGICAL SUC-- ,
CESSOR OF HIS FATHER HOW
HE SURPRISED THE ORPOR A- -

CITIZEN".

K VEX I NO

MAYOR PRAYS WITH
PRISONERS
SAYS
CACY

VONEY
3

iV

IN THE: ;.,r-l--'

x-

IK

YOUNG MEN
ING WRONG
HE
THINKS
CALLED TO.

AND E Lrl THE CASE'S OF
HE SEES ARE GOMAYOR SCHERFT
DIVINELY
WAS
THE MAYORALTY.

Ily Jacob

Wthlf ck.
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"Hut. my young friend," lie con- tinned. "I don't believe in notoriety. I
do not hold a prayer meeting court.
It happens at times, however, tlialj
you
persons from Christian families
V
come before me iu court, or are summoned id my pl'tiee or auniouit'oa
we see that tic. y are going'
wrong. In such cases try to appeal;
higher nature and 1 I.;uc
to tln-i" 'V
V- prayed with them.
eflgiou
"I believe in le
and in the
ficacy of prayer," he exclaimed. "It
I
In
t
would ni be
did i.ot
the Me; ho- c!.ii'.h. nt which I have been a,
in niecj- since I was IS years old.
"I believe iu the common people..
e be"ti a blacksmith for 32 years,
and s i I understand them. I sympa- patiently.
l iie
uiifurtuii'jtej that are
thize
"Often the things complained of
I. might before me and I am trying to
are trivial or absurd from an ordiuse nil tue opportunities to do good nary standpoint.'' he said, "but they
thai a'l e pi eseate.i to me."
are real troubles to the comp;.ii":uil.-- i
lie wa: interrupted by a young man a. id nitii-- t be treated seriously. "
vsiuj culled to pay the balance ilue un
In his capacity as municipal je. iuev
a line.
Hie mayor says he tries to get. at all
"Let's see." lie said, as he dug
facts Ir. cases instead ot sticking
through the records, "you owe ? i.tuJ. the cold
legal technicalities.
Some of
'to
he coiinte.l the tils critics charge ihat he is so'.ie-- '
That's right," a
money.
what extreme in t'.ls practice. As a:,
"Is all going lovely? he asked as liistanie tt.ey ci!i. ki.- - deci.-i- ; n in tp
l.e proceeded to write the receipt.
ense of two women who were be'-.:"Yes, fine." was the answer.
liiui in a f.elgiibm hood quarrel, nsv ;t
"You are not going to booze any complaina .it and
,r:.- tie oil er i
more?"
;
oii'-ra!le..e te
i!ef
The
"No, that less n will do me."
been
Mayor ciierft' explained thai i:e
"Not fr..e what I
ieieases many p: i oners cei'.vic.e.i t ir
from
in" I
light offenses on 'heir proini-- c to but
and cos; .'
come in and pay ti.c.r tin s wlcn t'.i y T'.t e yen S'
t hon jhr " ;.
s in 'Ct a ei
Soini"
get the ll!olle
:
.r rat
did
idellC
"triune of them I'lil to collie iii:!;."
l.e said, "but the great majority nu'i." i rivicii.
a lu.i
;i. "
He ,a- good.
It's better lo trust them aiei
si'."; o j.;-I
g.,
i;:n
give them a chare- to get ul.'::g
u
'
.t . warmaid.
wrot.
to throw ttiem in jail. It pays. too. in
'.in t
, in provenbet
li. ore t:;o;iey in tine; in a r. .il'ti:.
"tltav
i '".n'.e v ie i yoa call." !;
c.ci-cmonth than my pi edect
e; back and iio'ii t t".
to s.i:.ii!y
iu u whole year."

st ry

ff fun

n--

in

re to

l.i;on

htm".

ASPIRING ATHLETES

i;i

of the de-- i
has given
people of the min-- j
i;. camps at Mogollon and Cooney on
fore.-t
tJllathe
res rve to complete;
the telephone line to Silver City. The!
sum is included In un appropriation of;
l!i.4or, for the administration of the
ren'rve. Private lines from Fierro to,
Gila hot springs have been secured
and c nnection has been made with
the telephone line from Silver City
to Fierro. and the otuy gap to be built'
is from ..iia hot springs to Mogollon,
fifty m.les. The worn of construction
will he done by the forest rangers,1
who will alio i'lil the poles for the
line. Supervisor H. C. McClure of the
reserved las; week sold 3,000,001) board
feet of matured timber to the Alley
Canon Lumber company and O. L.
Scott.
:'.;

Special Correspondence.
Miion, Ohio, July 10. "Yes I do'
sometimes call down divine grace on
transgressors who come before me."
I. mils Scle'rff, the staunch church- man and blacksmith mayor of Marlon
pias fur persons arraigned before

OF TM- -

MADE.
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,,f ij.e interior

assi-- t

t

I in-

the result of the reslgf.ii
of
Rus ., forest guard, sr
:ned
Cotijilon, it has become m. c, s a ry
t transfir several other guanl
on
the Jeniez reserve to dilferent 8(3- Hons. I.. J. Mundell h as been trans
ferred from (ialinas to ConjiUm; I.. A.
Shartzcr from Setiorita to (iadiaa , :nd
A. .1. Aiiiiott irotn lila'td to
ti irlta.
There are at present time vacancies
on the Jena
and ii er isor
laoii F. Kueipp is looking for good
men t. serve as guards. The .'aliry
amounts t; $;. a month, but tie gov
enimen- is .d. inning to cut thi- living
expenses of men engaged iu t,.e forest service to a minimum. On tho
I'ectis reserve several cat-inhave
be n bull: and sufficient bind fenced
iti to provide pasture for the guards
anil i ringers' horses. The tainc plan
Is ta he c::rried out on the .letccj reserve. Two of the men have alivady
hem ordered to build cabins for
themselves and six m .ie will Ve constructed this fall.

on' at
forestry
SALE

RESERVE

-

nDYr.u.

FOREST RESERVE NEWS
.1.

division of
CiLA

rr.o:."

Or Pi' AVER

CISE3 IT

TELEPHONE
TO M0G0LLON!

LINE

rose

As
H.

.
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re.-cri-e.

Try a Citizen Want ad.

1

THE
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
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which are now engaged in attempting
to secure possession of ull the re- AND OIL FIELDS maluing fuel beds in the United
States.
Is the Idea of the president, that,
PRESIDEISfY
ROOSEVELT WILL in It
addition to averting a monopoly in
CARRY OUT BY HIS OWN AUthese coal fields would be of ln- THORITY THE RESOLUTION OF fuel,
It U a real honor to be known as
assistance to the govern LA FOLLETTE.
WHICH
THE calculable
ment in time of a strike or tie up re- - th e smartest horse in th.3 world
TRUSTS
DEFEATED AND IN suiting
o ,uu nf ful mard unit
I'tinr'u
CASE OF STRIKE, THE PRESI- operatorsfrom disagreement between if you knew her you would be sorry
and the miners of the coal
DENT WILL OPERATE THEM IF fields.
that she cannot talk.
NECESSARY.
Why. Tapsy can distinguish colors,
President Roosevelt does not hesithe Hags of the nations, and
tate to admit that he would give an ikuos
Correspondence:
k.)
has a flue appetite for beefsteak and
Washington, 1. C, July 10. Offl-ii- exhibition of government ownership .griddle cakes.
of the coal and oil trusts are and operation of coal mines in such a
Just now Tapsy is the equine queen
l ie y ta be somewhat
startled when contingency.
of Honheur Uros." Ciohlen Mascot Railthe-The Standard oil and coal trust of- road shows and is touring the southlearn that It is the intention of
I'ieaiJeut Roosevelt to go ahead and ficials no doubt have thought that ern Ktriten
accomplish under the executive au- they had accomplished their purpose
Now,
is some horse history.
thority, the purpose outlined in a when tlu-- prevented the adoption of Tansv here
will iiurehuKe.l uivteen vears
jmut resolution offered by Senator the
resolution
in the ago, as a
in New Uruns- l.aFollette, of Wiscousin, namely, to senate. Their mistake will become wick, ny i . j. Oatman, for his wire,
now
oil
coal
fields
all
apparent
'withdraw
and
to them in due time.
who In circus life is Mile. I,ulu.
a part of the public domain from setMllo. l.ulu loved Tuiihv until It is a
a
is
tlement, purchase or entry, and to
This
tough world.
shake wonder that Mr. Oatman was not
'.:.n
is
off
an Indefinite
one afSiction and another takes jealous, and the mare was taught 162
these
I one.
its place. Here congress adjourned tricks. Lot of human beings know
move
U
purpose
of
head
to
this
The
(one day and the next Harry l.chr, be- less than that.
coal trust. gin a seasou at Newport.
triis and
all the
Topsy pouts if bhe is neglected and
I

I

i
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Glass, Cement and Rex F!in!ko!e Rooting

First and Marquette

1

'

Communication Made Easy

.

-

-

..

"

el
ars old. in;ir-.- !.
l.ivor sciij rtT
n. He came
ind has tiire- Moinii !;i 1ST" and picked up his
'ICilien nl'tside of school, lie is a
iiilinr ef the ofticial board of the
r.pworth M. K. church, and Jias
for many vears beiti a iea'her iu the
Sunday school.

jj

k

El Paso & Southwestern System
Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
and all points North and East by the

";

'

Rock Island System
Shcrtest, quickest, therefore, the best. The o.dy way with two thrcjti
trams daily, carrying standard and U'jrist sleepers, obttrv.ition Jlrv
ing cars, chair cars and coaches. Fcr ar.y trip, nywhere, soy time .
ti TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.
full

pirticulars see any oythl, or address

GARNETT ICING

V.

General Agent.

R. STILL
Gen. Pass.

,

A

ti

a?--

i

EL PAGO, TEXAS.

Santa Fe Centra! Railway System
nOUTE, via TORHANCE GATEWAY.
sorvn
freight
i)tea:iisi;p ticket to
jKisen.n
o the World.
Connections at Torrance, N M., with the El Paso & Southwestern,
end Chicago, Hock Island & Pacific Hallways. At Kennedy and Irani
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Ke railway. At Sinn
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande raliroad.
Syeoial attention given to hmrtling of passengers ant freight.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock island k Pactao
via Torrance, N. M.
Vour business respectfully solicited.
B. B. ORI.MSHAW.
W. H. ANDREWS,
Pres. ani Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen, il jr. o
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Treat.
A. t. GRIMSHAW,
J. P. LYNG,
City Frt. and Pass. Agt.
Traveling Frt. and Pass. Aft. 0
SANTA FE, N. M. B
GENERAL OFFICES
SUNSHINE

Fas't

BORAX
the Laundry
En the Kitchen
In the Toilet
and
In the Nursery
In

a Cleanser
is as jealous as a spoiled child. She
has her own valet In the person of
Isaac Davis, a colored boy, who waits
on her equiue highness.
Among the simplest of her tricks
Is replying to such questions as:
"Have you a sweet heart?" "Are you'
Jealous?" "If you should see a lady
with your sweetheart
what would
you do?" She answers this last by
wrinkling her nose as In making a
face.
Tapsy has had her share of adven- tureg and three times Mr. Oatman has
saved her life.
At St. Ijouls other
horses were
burned alive, but Tapsey walked out of
the blailng stable at her master's
command. At Tampa, Ha., he risked
his life in a burning stable to save
the mare. In a railroad wreck the
bodies of five dead horses were found
piled on Tapsy, but she was

Albuquerque, New Mex co

I

an.1

rati-wa-

HLXZS35SS1

Summer Rates West

as

TO TIE UP COAL

U

''--

FAPSY, SMARTEST
HORSE IN WORLD!

'

it

sincere, just and impartial. I
The most lowly
the same consideration as did
' er circuit junue whom
recently
i.
over to ihe grai!,l jury."
The nomii.aiion for mayor last fall
was the result of a reform
wave.
Heherff. ;i democrat was elected by
- - , although Ihe city
is normally
t'ejitii licati.
The town has been wide
open.
He Siivs l.e has succeeib'd in
iffo'cing the il p. m. saloon closing
ordinance, but that some of the
sti'l violate tie jlumlay law.
'
I've found a way to fix
't
"I laid awake last night
ce
" .'r; to devise a scheme. ill going
'
t
i'lfotigh the council an
ir
ri.t Hiii e giving t i informers half
o'lll'Se' (111 Stinlav siioon
,rri'o:; they wiil be at
vi.
I, ifey
of any fe'iow luuim; a
edi- aatn.-- t tlieni. i nil liberaT In
v
i.ms. liif I believi' s.iii'on keepers
a
a- all others s'i oi obey the
i.;aie.-.t- .

.

' I believe
large to Lis com-- m n y. A constant
liian
that if eve;and dois not over-ta- x
the digestive procession of peopie with (in!, i';:! talcs
to be the mayor of a city i ivas,
organs, ltaro meals IbroiledJ mut- leads to his oi'fiiv. lie bears them A man in such a position should
ton chops, chicken, potatoes, ogjjs,
bread, truit vegetables, according to
jc.edieul opinion, constitute the chief
oiibstaiicea for diet of the. athlete,
regularity of meals is important,
liefore entering into any athletic
light ltinci; should e taken
contest
at least tuo hout.- - belore the contest. Sleep is of great importance!
to men in training plenty of real,
the more the better. Kveiy athlete,
when in training, should ruiro not
i
later than lu:30 p. lij.
Too much stress cannot be laid
J
upon tins taking up of athletic work
;' '
"'.
iu a too strenuous manner at first.
I
ft '
'V
.V
A young man with lots of ambition is
liable to do this, and in consequence
bring on a strain or a fracture. The
work bhould be begun iu au easy
manner and gradually increased as
f
i "
'
the muscles and body grow accus
f
tomed to tho unusual tstrain.
When an athlete is about to break
training, he should bear In mind tho
dauger that lies in going too abruptly
from one extreme to another. Lot the
body feel the results of not being in
extreme to another, training in a
gradual manner, and it will peacefully return to its normal condition better prepared to fulfill the duties to be
encountered in the dally routiue.

a
la ti'ainlni; fur athletic conic.-,!in.t'.i iiitist be willing to stand a Ions
till
work, llu must
of conscii-ntlouke. p away front all forms ot dissipt-tioMen who are subject to weak
heart or lungs should not undergo
the hard siege necessary to become a
successful athlete. The il.iner of
Is
permatently
Injuring laeiu.-elvito Krt'Ht to take any rislv. A man
beKinning
athletic
exercises
e Bl.ould
uhould be physically fit.
utulergo an examination by a competent physician before entering upon
aiiiietics.
One of the few evil conse piet'ces of
Iraaiiug is the development of what
is known to the medical profession as
-athletic heart."
This condition is
Imx.nht about, thsoimh the overdevelopment of a heart muscle, through
lonif continued training. It is more
liable to occur among Ion.; distance
runners than in any other branch of
the sport.
The main object in training is to
get the man in good physical condition, whereby be may be able to put
in ; lay all the nervous energy, endurance, muscle power and brain
power that he possesses. To do this
he must exercise common sense In
eating. Xi on should eat too much,
whether an athlete or not. Athletes
t,lKni!d eat food that is easily digested

Lumber,

and Purifier
Is Effective

SAN DIEGO AND RETURN
SAN FRANCISCO AND RETURN

36
$45
For other rates and full particulars, call at ticket office. Tick-jTuesday, Thursday and Saturday, during May, June,
sale
July, August and September.
E. PURDY, Agent.

n

e.-er-

t.

SPECIAL RATES TO THE EAST
Now is the time to take tnat trip back home. Take advant-

Yet

Absolutely
Harmless
Cleans the most delicate fabric with
out injury, and leaves the bands soil
and white. All dealers. Fise sample)
and illustrated booklet for 5c to stamps-Addres- s
Pjcibc Coast Borax Co
Cbicago, IU.

Citizen Wattt ads brtng

Vou should plan to take that trip to California. You will enjoy the
change. Visit the Grand Canyon and IVtrified Forest.
Liberal
limit and stopovers.
R
LOS ANGELES AND
TURN
$36

result.

age of the low rates to the east. Tickets on shle at special reduced
rates for the round trip, from June 1 to September 30.
CHICAGO AND RETURN
$55.35
ST. LOUIS AND RETURN
$4735
11 excursion
Ou the following dates the Santa Fe wlil
tickets
to the principal points in Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota,
Missouri. Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, Wisconsin and
Wyop.Int,: June
inclualso June St 10, inclusive, and July
sive; also Ju;- 18. 2o and 21. Call at ticket office and we will help
you plan a trip. Helow find rates to a few of the principal points:
CHICACO AND RETURN
$51.50
ST. LOUIS AND RETURN
$46.50
MEMPHIS, TENN.. AND RETURN
$48.61
KANSAS CITY AND RETURN
$39.00
Rttum limit oi all ticket, October 31.
T. E. PURDY. Agt.
-
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ALBUQUERQUE

10, 1906.

TINTED

DELICATELY

At

New

TAPESTRY PORTIERES.

York

R. H. E.
5 " "

This Strong
Guarantee

Ronton

$3.75 up.

At

OF
ASSORTMENT
CARPETS AND RUGS.

'

Leever anil riiel;is;
anil Ritter.

FURNITURE MAN

and

R. H. E.
!
13

rittsburs

Plttsburif
Uroiklyn
Batteries:

LARGE

3

4 11

Batteries:
rfister, Rctilliach
.Morau: Llndaman and Drown.

American League.

At Washington

3

9

TUPPER, President.

WITH EVERY VEMl
CLE WE SELL,
Any part falling by
means of defective
material or workman- chip will b made rood
without expense to the
owner, Irrespective of.
time of bft'.pb Thla
to prices, you can't beat oun on U

LEADING COMPANIES IN CALIFORNIA IN 1905.
Business Writ. en From OfuV.al Reports, Exclusive of Industrial Insurance.
Company.
rremluro.
Amount.
$464,139.00
$10,550,735
Pacific Mutual
New York Life
276.618.00
fi.740.29l
equitable
3,148,930
121.16300
109,797.00
3.020,300
Northwestern Mutual
Mutual Ufa
,800,635
118.064.00
Metropolitan
78,437.00
2.287,911
i5,774.00
Tne Fenn Mutual
1,601.83d
63,401.00
1.478,550
Mutual Benefit
60,284.00
1,429.050
Aetna
1.406,345
36.828.00
Union Central
1.276.345
35.878.00
Stile Life
l,129,6t',5
Provident Life and Trust
39.436.00
NOTE t'aciflc MnMial paid for basis cnly.
A good reputation at home speaks well for any Institution.
Ijife.
Agents
accident and health, in one policy. Write for particulars.
wanted.

2

'

up.

S.

New

Cincinnati
Batteries: Ewins and Schlel; Mc
Ginnlty and Bowernian.
R. H. R.
At Chicago
'Chicago
8 13 1
3

j

FROM
ALL SIZES OF TABLE
75c up.
SPREADS. FROM
$1-7-

National League.
Cincinnati

WILBUR

2

70c up.

J, D. EMMONS,

PAGE 6 EVEN.

OF CALIFORNIA

Greatly beautify the home, I
have a large assort nient of
LACE CURTAINS. FROM...

ROPE PORTIERES,

CITIZEN.

Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Co.

DRAPERIES

SllMlS

EVENING

I'as-tul'io-

K. K.

i

fully protects you as to quality. A
sane grade of goods.
our cppalr shop Is In the hands of skilled men and Is equipped with
i: t'.f essary appliances lor aomg me nignest. grade of
repairing, up-- '
noih'.t ring, trimming ana painting. King up, write or call.

Carriage Co
I

t Aibuaueraue
CORNER

FIRST STREET AND TIJERAS AVENUE.

OF

"
Washington
" l'l
1
Detroit
STREET
Batteries:
Fatten and Wakefield;
CORNER COAL
.Mtillin and Whrnor.
"
KB
R. II. E.
At Philadelphia
F. W. SCHWENTKER, Mgr. for New Mexico-Arizon- a
o Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
0 14 1
Cleveland
days before he phiimiuinhia
"
Room No. 1, N. T. Arniljo Building.
i
Auto. Phone 730
mcmocom and it win be several
A
IT. 4. MALL, Proprietor
will have the soo.i use of t;ieni. They
Batteries:
Roomies
and ISetnis;
iron ana nrm unungi; wro, wwi ana iumoer
kaltl 1(1.
were not In any way permanently in Coakeley and Scineck.
Pulleys, Grade Bare, Babbit Metal; Columns ana Iroa FroaU
A rv W Jured.
K. H. E.
At Boston
i i
BulldlnfS.
Heavy. Impure blood makes a mudI
L
r
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO,
5
9 ,0
Boston
mopmlr on Mining on Mill Moehlmory m
.2 vj 1 dy, pimply complexion, headaches,
"Nodules will not be on the main Chicago
Foundry
east side of railroad Hack.
Albaqaerts. at. wl
LIVERY,
TRANSblood
AND
indigestion.
makes
FEED
SALE,
&
Thin
nausea,
River
Yaqul
C'ananeii,
line of the
Batteries: Dinoon and Aitubrustir;
FER STABLES.
yon
weak, pale, sickly. Burdock
Pacific road," says the Oasis, "and In Owen and Sulll-vanR. H. E. Blood Bitters makes the blood rich, Horses and Mules Bought and Exthe opinion of well posted railroad
At New York
changed.
0 3 2 red, pure, restores perfect health.
men. the road will run from Benson g, Louis
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE OITY
1
4
2
to Nacorazi, thence to the Yaqul river, xew York
Old Chrontc soret.
Second Street, between Railroad and
BIG INCREASE REPORTED
thence to Alamos, thence to Oiliacan,
Bat'eres: I'eilty and Rickey; Orth
Copper Avenue.
IN MAIL CONTRACTS.
As a dresshlg for old chron'.c sores
thence to Mazatlan, thence to Guada- and Thomas.
For the four years beginning July lajara. Ite connecting point with the
there is nothing so good as ChamberBuilding Supplies
ELITE lAFE
1, the ciifnty railroads west of OmaAmerican Association.
lain's Salve. While it Is not advisable
Mexican Central."
ha. IncludinR the Santa Fe and all the
At Kansas City
to heal old sores entirely, they should
1
Harrinian roads, are to receive In the CHICAGO COMPANY BUYS
be kept. In good condition, for which
Kansas City
GOOD
TABLE BOARD, $4 ' A
on
5 this salve is especially va!usle.
For WEEK, AT ELITE CAFE. 120 WEST
aKKre?ate from the government
COUNTY BONDS. Minneapolis
COLFAX
$t;o.fMlO,-00sure nipples ChamrteHnin's Salve has SILVER AVENUE, CLOSE TO
Both Phones
their mail carrying contracts
At Milwaukee
Third and Marqucttt
The board of county commissioners
S no superior.
le by all
For
or i5,ono,0(Mi a yeir for four of rnlfar conntv. inat Raton Milwaukee
years. During the four years which ast weci accepteu the bid of Browne- - St. Paul
3
close with this month, these roads re Bllinwood company of Chicago, rorttie
Bain and Old
League.
Western
The picnic oasketa fcr tale at the
ceived $12,000,000 a. year, or a total purchase of $28,900 5 per cent county
X
KG
STEAM
CARPET
CLEAN
Hickory Wagons
II.
E.
R.
City
At
Sioux
Mcintosh Hardware company's store
$29,427
t'f $48,000,000.
refunding bonds, bidding
4
5 11
THORNTON T ho Cloartr
I
are Indispensable for outing parties.
Once every four years for a period therefor, and offering to pay the ex- Sioux City
Spring Wagons
o
12 18 3
Cleans everything.
He l the A
of nintty days, the government has pense of printing tile lionds. There Omaha
Buggies and
Moving,
packfawyer, Jackson and
Batteries:
Furniture Man.
Only 82 Years Old.
weighed all the railroad mail, to com- was only one ether bid, that of the
ing and shipping, unpacking and
should be National Bank of New Mexico, of Ra Freeze: McNeeley, Corns and Rogers.
Carr ages
mute what compensation
"I am onlv 82 years old and don't
R. H. B. expect even when I get to be real old
setting up, and Is no upstart at
At Lincoln
allowed the roads for the succeeding ton, whicn was for par.
Harness and
2
7
0
the business. There Is do other
Lincoln
four years. The San Francisco Are,
to feel that way as long as I can get
2
9 0 Electric lUfrs," said Mrs. E. H. Brun-solust Thornton. Both 'Phones.
lies Moines
with its resultant temporary disar- RODENTS DESTROY
Saddles
737 South Walter Street
rangement of general business condiatteries: Jones and Zinran; Clillen
Surely there's
of Dublin, da.
YOUNG TREES.
tions, Interfered with the weighing of
il quality
nothing else keeps the old ns young
This year's planting of forest trees andAt Dexter.
R. H. E. and makes the weak as strong as this
Pueblo
the mail. The welgnt had been taken on the government nursery at fori
price la
and
1
8 13
days immediately pre- Bayard has been totally destroyed by Denver
Dyspepsia, torpid
grand medicine.
f:r thirty-fivyon
what
3
3 10
ceding Lie fire. The demoralized train rabbits, squirrels and chipmunks, ex- Pueblo
liver. Inflamed kidneys, or chronic
want, we a
Batteries: Wright ami Weigardt; const it pat Ion are unknown after tak PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES AND
service put a stop to further weigh- cepting the native pine trees, which
that you give
ing.
ing Electric Bitters a reasonable time.
BRUSHES.
us a cnance
by these animals. Vollendorf and Schrant.
seem
shunned
to
be
Washington, The California pine has suffered esat
The antnoriti's
Leather,
Harness, Saddles,
Onrariteed by ail druggists. Price 50c
to figure wlta
Stops itching instantly. Cures pts,
o
therefore, have decided to take the pecially. An expert shot has been
Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, etc. Pal'
you.
thirty-fivitch, hives,
days' weisnlng as the basis employed to destroy
"Dr. Thomas' Eclectric Oil Is the metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
A eczema, salt rheum, tetter,
animals.
tie
Doan's Oolntment. best remedy for that often fatal dis- stops leaks. Ca'a paid for Hides and
The railroads
for paying contracts.
of water and drouth is play- herpes, scabies
are paid to be satisfied with the out- shortage
J. KORBER & CO., Wholesale and Retail, Albuquerque
ease croup. Has been used with suc- Pelts.
ing havoc with the older tries in ihe . any drug store.
come of the matter.
cess in our family for eight years."
408 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
nursery.
a
A Hard Lot
Mrs. L. Whlteacre, Buffalo. N. Y'.
of trouble to contend with, spring
WILL ALLOW FRUIT
THIRD STREET
boweasy
of
mild,
a
action
the
For
EXHIBITION CARS
from a torpid liver and blockaded
WE FILL
Twenty Year Battle.
a single dose of Doan's Regulets is bowels, unless you awaken them to
Rev. A. Foltz, who took an exhibit els,
"I was a loser in a twenty year bathabitual
enough.
cures
Treatment
proper action with Dr. King's tle with chronic plies and malignant
PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
car out of the Pecos valley last fall
Ask their
25 cents a box.
New Life Pills; the pleasantest and sores, until I tried Bucklen's Arnica
to several central and eastern states constipation.
203 WEST RAILROAD AVEMeats.
druggist
All
your
of
Salt
for
them.
Kinds
Fresh
and
most effective pill for Conciliation. Salve; which turned the tide, by curfor advertising purposes, is at Ros-we- ll
Consistent
At
Factory.
NUE, Ntxr 10 BANK OF
Sausage
Steam
They prevent appendicitis and tone up ing lx;th, till not a trace remaJns,"
and reports that th? manageSaved His Comrade's Life.
COMMERCE.
Prices
the system. 25c at all druggists.
ment of the Santa Ke has allowed a
a.
EMIL KLEINWORT.
I write0 A. M. Bruce, of Farmvllle,
"While returning from the Grand
car to each of ihe Commercial clubs Army
Building,
North
Street
Masonic
Tblrd
Best
Cuts,
Ulcers,
and
old
Burns
for
Washington
at
A Trag's Finish.
at Roswell and Amarillo. He also re city, a encampment
Wounds. 2Sc at all druggists,
comrade from Elgin. Ill . was
A watchman's neglect permitted a
o
ports that the Commercial club at
C03CXXXXXXXXXDOCXXXXXXXX
m
with cholera morbus and r.as
leak In the great North Sea dyke,
&
Amarillo has apportioned $2,000 to Its taktn
G.
Be
Don't
Backward.
says
Mr. J. E. which a child's finger could have stopcritical condition,"
car in an effort to outdo the Pecos aHoughland.
SCREEN TIME
Do not hesitate to ask for a free
THE CELEBRATED
of Eldon, Iowa. "I gave ped, to become a ruinous break, de sample
valley car. But all the money In Am
of Chamberlain's Stomach and
Is here. Door and Window
Colic,
Cholera
him
Chamhberlain's
Goods
Holagents
Canned
vastating
province
of
an
Casino
entire
for
Sole
valley
Pecos
not
the
could
outdo
arillo
Liver Tablet. We are glad to give
screen made to order.
Diarrhoea Remedy and I believe an,i
In like manner Kenneth
Jas. Heekin & Co.'s Coffees.
for agricultural products, if the Pan and
them to anyone who Is. troubled with
I have
life.
been
it
his
saved
a
Me.,
PLANING MILL
permitted
ALBUQUERQUE
Flour.
Granite
anceboro.
are
exhibited.
products
alone
handle
or any distor ten years in immigration little cold to go unnoticed until a biliousness, constipation,
The Pecos valley will respond when gaged
Many
been
the
have
of
order
stomach.
aKDC00C0C0CC)COXr)C0CC0C0C)0
parmany
work and have conducted
tragic finish was only averted by Dr.
the time conies, and respond with ties
cured by their use. For
the south and west. I always King's New Discovery. He writes: permanently
products that will make 'em all tare. carryto this
sale by nil druggists.
it
remedy and have ned
"Three doctors pave me tin to die of
Groceries.
many occasions." lung Inflammation, caused by a ne-- ;
on
Miller,
B. E.
trainmaster of the successfully
ail druggists.
MERCHANT
by
TAILORING
Sold
glected
New
King's
Dr.
But
cold:
&
at
Pacific,
Island
Rock
Chicago.
Hillsboro Creamery Butter Best on
GuarDiscovery saved n:y life."
Bottled In Bend.
Eftherville, Iowa, htz been trans- Earth.
RATES
LOW
ROUND
TRIP
cough
cold
at
cur1,
NO.
209
with Mauger A Avery, Boston
anteed
best
and
OVER
WEST
UPSTAIRS.
Iowa.
leired to Iowa Falls.
RAILROAD
AVENUE,
'all druggists. 50c and vi.0O. Trial
O. BAMDelivery.
Free
Solicited.
Orders
Office, 321 West Gold Avenue.
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
J. B. Ray has been appointed com- To New Jertey, Long Island and New bottle free.
South Second Street
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
o
England
t
Coast
Resort.
Chicago,
Rock
ag'-nof the
mercial
My merchant tailoring siiop is upTAKE A PLUNGE
The Ivake Shore will sell excursion
Island & Pacific at St. Paul, Minn.,
Distillers.
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad ave&
the
tickets to Ashbury Park, Atlantic
vice C. A. Hunter, promoted.
nue, where I solicit the patronage of
FRANKFORT, KY.
SWIMMING POOL.
City, Long Branch, Sag HarlKir, NewFIRE INSURANCE. REAL. ESTATL.
first-claspassenger port, Block Island, find all principal 504 North First Street. Open DaWy, the public. All work guaranteed
LOANS.
One of the new
as I have bad fifteen years' ex- 10 a. n. to 10 o. m.
Return limit October
Automatic phone 451.
engines. No. 1262, came in from the coast resorts.
Shop.
Repair
General
perience in the business. Suits made
o
Room 10, N. T. Armijo Building.
MELINI & E AKIN
east yesterday, and is being put in 31, 19oti. Stopover of ten days at
See the picnic baskets in the Mcln to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
Niagara
Furniture packed nnd crated; gaso
readiness for the road at the local New York, Philadelphia.
line and gaa stoves repaired.
Sole Agents.
Falls, eic. F:r full particulars, call tosh Hardware company's display repaired. The specific I use will not
shops.
km
injure the cloth. Indies' garments
or write A. C. Burrows, T. P. A., Tenth 'window.
M.
Albuquerque,
drug store, SoutU
to
Walton's
Next
walking
made
also
cleaned
and
skirts
City,
Mo.
Walnut
streets.
Kansas
and
V. F. DeVinny lias been appointed
Automatic Phone, 199.
Third street.
ROUGH DRY. to order. Give me a trial.
We do It right.
acting purchasing agent of the Chi- W. J. Lynch, Passonger Traffic ManaO.
UP TO DATE SIGNS
BAMBINI.
Laundry
ger,
Chicago.
Imperial
Co.
cago. Great Western road, vice A. D.
Ward, resigned to engage in other
208 WEST 8ILVER AVE.
business.
PIONEER BAH CRY
W. Strong's Sons
0.
BALLING,
Proprietor.
SIMON
.1. C Nolan, superintendent
of the
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
Arkansas Southern at Ruston, La., AND CURE
LUNGS
STRONG BLOCK.
has been appointed superintendent of
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY.
INSURANCE.
the Louisiana division of the Rock IsWITH
Secretary Mutual Building Associaland system.
We desire patronage and we guartion. Office at 217 West R&Mroa4
A M
antee first class baking.
COM HI N CH
avenue.
C. B. Hart, division freight ugent of
207
First
Alhtiquerque.
South
SOLID
8treet.
TWO SIGHTS ON A
the Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific,
LENS. NOTHING TO fiKtAK
M. DRAGOIE
Mr.
TOT I A OR API
Oklahoma City, has resigned
ONSUMPTI0M
Price
iV V
APART OB INTEKFEIiE
Fairvlew
Superintendents
Hart will be succeeded by J. E. Bell,
ud
Dealer In
Hay,
in
Provisions,
Dealers
Groceries,
60c M 1.00
OUGHSand
WITH THE
traveling freight agent at Little Rock.
' GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Santa Barbara Cemeterlea.
Grain and Fuel.
Free Trial.
OLDS
HY
SIGHT.
iMANUFACTURED
THE
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
A car load of peons from Mexico,
MONUMENTS
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco. sn4
Bureet and Ouicest Cure for ail
and Cigars, place your orderg for
CO.
OPTICAL
BLBBER
with their wives, children and ca
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
TROUBLUKO
THROAT
and
us.
with
line
this
N. Second EL. Both Pbonea.
ALBUQUERQUE N.MEX.
naries, passed through the city this, LES, or MONEY BACK.
300 North Broadway, corner of Wm
morning for the north, where they
Ington avenue, Albuquerque, N. hL
NORTH THIRD STREET.
will be put to worK on tne iausas
sections cf the Santa Fe road.
BOTH PHONES.
AVENUE AND SOUTH SECOND
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RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO,
Grnral

SCREEN DOORS
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Thos. F. Keleher
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B. RUPPE

Meat Market

j j

PRATT

F.

O, F. O.
WHISKEY

CO.

Staple and Fancy

MAUGER

W. E.

WOOL

TheGeo.T.MaggCo.

RANKIN

L, H. SHOEMAKER

'

CO.

six-whe-

I

Lucero

7",

KILL the COUGH

BBFOKM L3IFOCUDS

the

A. E. WALKER,
riR

Dr. King's
Now Discovery

UNDERTAKERS

forC

201-21- 1

j

7

passenger train from
in this morning
drawn by two big engines. It was an
exceptionally long train, there being
three extra express, cars loaded with
cantaloupes consigned to the Chicago
markets.
The No.

22

the south, came

Colonel Epes Randolph, president
and general manager of the Cananea,
Yajut River and Pacific Railroad com-iny- .
has issued a circular announcing that m Jul 15 traffic would
be
opened on the second completed section f tie Cauanei. Yaqui Rivir &
Pacific extension, running from Po'am
to Corral.
An effort is U'inj: made to enact an
liund'ns?
Imikers and
making tlifin imy an occupation tax.
at Rnsweil.
Councilman Hums, who
is ihe station :ip'nt of the Phcos Val&
ley
Northeastern railroad at that
point, says all special rates to Pecos
valley imints will have lo he discon-tiniie- i'

rol'naiirf

tn-k-

n
unless the road can secure
apainst ahusen in the handling
of homeseekers' ticket by scalpers.
H. C. Alexander of Dallas, Texas,
has purchased tne Velisro, Brazos &
Noi hern raihoa I at receiver's sale,
held a' the town of Velasro, the prle
paid iieirig the receiver's upset figures. fJUO.iHio. 1: is not known here
what interest
Alexander represents
in making the purchase, or what will
e done wiih the property. The road
hss vJo2 miles ot e. nipleied track run- i lig
from the ti.wn of WIhsct to
H Piston.
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Located on the Beien

while at Ah Fork a quantity of cinders was t! vn in his tyts!

n

ot The Atchison. Topeka

Cut-o- ff

&

Santa

re

Railway

east and west from Chicago,
Belen is 81 Eiles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system--leadin- g
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Beien Town acd Improvement Company Own the Belcn Townsite
l.ato boslneti sod reiideLi lots, lire 25x142 feet, laid out with irod
M iHfiCO; cturcbes. Commercial club; a population of 1,500 Itabltauts:
rwttarajQta, etc. Beien It tt larrtt ib'.pp.ng point fcr col, flcur. wt-e-

Ot

I

Tit

:!

U

fUT

l.lMiTtri

XPFH

MAIL

tNP

WEIGHT

TP A

I

H

pr

trs.

puont tcfeooi soas. t
t
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, w'th beautiful lake and public pari and grand old anade
boiels
mercantile establlbir.eots In New Mexico; tbe Beien Patent Roller mill, capacity, 160 barrela dally; large winery; U'
near
city
cannot
eeumatee
be
future
railroad
lathe
a
great
as
Importance
commercial
Mexico.
Its
wine, beans and bay in Central New

sod
largest

80

THE SANTA Pg BOUTI W.Ll

cfered are in tbe eenter of ttt eitr. well gTaded. (many c! tbeui Improved by coltlfstloni ; to tsod
t
modern hotel
k4
ri d'lis ior. bsruess stop, etc. He. Also a

GO OVC

or

gri?l.

THE MAIN UNC THROUGH
We need a

rat-cla-

s

TQ

BglEN

EAST AND WEa T HOBTW

bakery, tailor iBop, tboe hoase. Jeweler, plumbing

NO IQUTM,

seo. alaatta

asm

0rsi-c!a-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
F PLY AT ONCI FOR MAP AND PRICES. IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

'he

ihe Santa Ft
railroad, is in
ise of receiving
his eves. "5.1IU

ma

EST
--

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

l

'

MBZ2332mM.

ODN BECKER,

Company
Improvement
The
Town
Beien
and
WM. M. BERQER,
President'1
sasssspl'

acrycjfclt

Secretary

ALBUQUERQUE

PACE EIGHT.

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL
X1T4WEST

DAY AND WEATHER.
RAILPOADAYE.

and Wednesday;
tonight
Fair
warmer in southeast portion.

TIES

FASHIONABLE

WOMEN

FOR

f)I
(.

'

SOME OF THEM ARB MADE OF

"

biii'T

O

'

f)

vTT

SOME OF WHITE

'

11

J7

1.

to

viri Kin

OTHERS OF PATHN'T
CANVAS;
KID AND PATENT COLT. TIES FOR
THE
OlTASION. FROM
FVFHV
LIGHT. AIRY STYLES FOR DRESS

1

STOIT OXFORDS

THE

OUTDOOR EXERCISE
BLACK DONGOLA ,
XO

KID...,

BLACK VICI

'TAN VICI KID

.2.25 t

f

FOR

I

n -

I Jjr

7

l) f
v

X
f
JW

K'W
53.00

J

nse, 4:52: set, 7:19: length.
hours and 27 minutes. Meon will
rise at 10:42 tonight, jewisn least or
Tamoot fell uoon today. Day pleas
ant but warm, with breezes. Events
which occurred on this days are:
1780
French fleet arrives at Newport,
bringing the Count d" Rocham- beau and 6.CC0 soldiers to aid
the Americans.
public Indignation and
1787 Great
excitement aroused by report
that the consfctutional convention contemplated offering to
some foreign prince the "crown
America."
1 1790 of
Congress decides to hold its
R
sessions In Philadelphia for ten
years, and thereafter on the
'
Potomae.
1832
President Jackson vetoes the
bill to recharter the National
bank.
1832
First steamboat arrives in ChiSun

1

cago.

1835

$1.65 to $3.00

.BLACK PATENT KID
;

.$2.50 to $3.50

1850

SAUCES

AND CONDIMENTS.

1884

No.
S

11S

and

.

street

South 8econd

T. Y. MAYNARD

GEO. W. HICK0X.

.
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The Hickox - Maynatd

Co.

tonlRht. whore Miss Rrherer will Income the miPHt of Mrs. RmlclifTe for
a few weeks.
Henry Yannw ntiil his relative. M.
PolHky. of Line In. Nel.. left las'
nlht for southern California.
returning, they will visit San
Francisco, Salt l.aUe and Denver, returning home ty the northern route.
W. E. Martin of Socorro, who wa
at Santa
Fe on business, eatne In
from the north last nlitlit, and
on south to S.worrc This
pa-er experts. In h few days, a brief
article from Mr Martin, as to his
opinion on the statehood question.
Hon. and Mrs. J. .1. Hagemian. of
Colorado Springs and Roswell. will
Phhh through this city In a few days
fur tiie Orand Canyon of Arizona and
s'. iithern Cnliforntn.
They are now
In Santu Fe gpenditiK a few days with
their pon, Governor II. J. Hanermnn.
The pool rcom at 211 South Second
for
street, which has lieen conduct
a short time past by Uardshar & Connelly, was closed this morning. Will- lam Shaw foreclosing on a mortgage
held on th stock and flxtui". Attorney Felix Lester represt tits the
mortgagee.
rpat
Wednesday, July 11. the
stock reduction sale of the (iolden
Rule Dry Good company opens, and
will continue
until July 21. dining
promwhich time the management
ises Its patrons a saving ft at least
thirty-fivcents on the dollar. As
stated In their page advertisement In
Tho Rveninir Titlen Saturday, the
few Items quoted are only Insiances
or the hundreds of kj ecial viIi'.m that
are to he found In every part of the
store. One visit to their store win
convince any prospective buyer that
s 11 liorgalus off:ied are bona ride, aim
5 per c- nt sav.ng.
really entail
are
Tin re are many people wl
caiwd by
troubled with tender
hard sVuors, sidewalks and pavements.
We have a line of shoes and Oxfords
bul't on purpose U give immediate
and permanent relief to this complaint. 7all and examine them at C.
May's shoe store, 314 West Railroad
avenue.

!

Matlas Sena.' who was here visiting
his daughter, returned to Santa Fe
this morning.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Bible and son of
Hanover, Grant county, were In the
city yesterday on business.
J. L. Miller of this city, Is at Santa
Fe on business matters. He will return to the metropolis tonight.
Triple Link Rebekah lodge will meet
in regular session at 8 o'clock tonight In I. O. O. F. hall. Sarah Vann,

The ladies of the German Lutheran
church will give their coffee party Fri
day afternixm In O. F. hall. Supper
25 cents.
with Ice cre?m.
.
o
Unfermented Catawba grape juice,
Ernest Msyers & Co.,
sole agenU, 116 West Silver avenue.

N. O.
Clyde

Smith, a cattleman of Grant
county, passed through the city this
morning for Chicago on business and
deasure.
Fine new line
James Grunsfeld, who was at El
arrived.
Paso to enjoy a few days with Mrs.
inspection.
Irunsfeld and son, returned home this
invite
morning.
Kx Governor M. A. 'Otero and son
are on their way to the territory, and
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
should be lu Santa Fe Thursday af- ernoon.
STREET.
SECOND
SOUTH
THE ARCH FRONT.
sur
J. R. Farwell, the
veyor and civil engineer, lett tnis
morning for Estancia to survey off
2E! some
townsites.
Mrs. Alice Hay ward, who has been
quite 111 the past few weeks, is rapld- GO,
y regaining her health, and was out
driving yesterday afternoon.
Melville Summers and W. H." Sprin
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
ger lert for Fountain, Colo., wtiere
they will visit Mr. and Mrs. Kalph
Hunt and Miss Ma.be! Hunt.
Samuel Lindauer, a prominent mer
chant of Silver City', passed through
the city this morning for Chicago, to
purchase his full and winter goods.
J. H. Kirhy, chief clerk In the office
of the New Mexico Fuel and Iron
HARDWARE
company, Is In the city from Santa
Fe, and will remain here a few days.
HARNESS
Mrs. Thomas Parker, wife of the
turquoise miner of the Burro mount
SADDLES
ains of Grant county, was a passenger
going to Washington, D. C, this morn

Pickard's Hand
just
China
Painted
your
We

'

well-kno-

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

CHINA
GLASSWARE
PLUMBING
TINNING

ALBUQUERQUE

ing.
Col.

W. M. Berger, the famous
booster, of Belen, came in from the
south this morning and .will remain in
the territorial metropolis for a few
days.
Joe and Jennie Walsh, children of
Mr. and Mrs. Luke Walsh, left Sun
day night for Magdalena, to spend
an aunt, Mrs.
their vacation visiting
P. J. AtcFarland.- Ben Ignlo, foreman tcf the com
posing rooms of Tue Evening Citizen,
left last night for Colorado. He will

HARDWARE

GO.

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

visit Trinidad, Colorado Springs and
Denver, r.r.d be absent alout three
weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Anderson, who
were here the past couple of weeks
visiting their son, Justice of the Peace
Craig and wife, left this morning on
their return to their home at For
Madison,

THE

EVERTT

Diamond

RAILROAD AVE.

Dtsmonds, Watchea, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware,
'fuur trad and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

20

Per Cent
Discount

Iowa.

The Retail Merchants' association
hold a regular meeting in the
Whiting building, corner of Gold avenue and Second street, this (Tuesday) evening at 8 o'clock. All members requested to attend.
Dr. and Mrs. Wr D. Radcliffe, accompanied by Miss A. C. Scherer, of
New Orleans, came In from Boten this
morning to spend the day In the city.
town
They will return to the cut-o-

will

Palace
We lnrlte

ff

Great Clearance Sale

n

Per Cent
Discount

More goods reduced for clearance than ever before. More odd lots. More
broken lines. Greatest variety of merchandise we ever had at this season.

Read Your Savings in These Prices
'

AU

Men's Outing and Business Suits, ranging in price from $7.50 to
$27.50 (Blues and Blacks reserved),

At a Discount of

ZO

From kegular Prices

SEE WINDOWS FOR OTHER PRICES
119

Wett Gold

TUESDAY, JULY

10, 1906,

They Always Make a Big Hi
Our Green Tag Sales are always successful
and our present one more so than all others

Because It's Legitimate and Our Price Reductions Genuine
OOO VESTS.- WORTH UP TO $2.00
in this ssle at

a Each, placed,

7Cft PAIRS OF SHOES. WORTH
ItJU$3.50 to $4.00 per pair, at

50c

3M$2.75

This Is one of the richest )iarKHins of this sale.
You might need an extra vest. Here is your
chance. We Imve over a hundred of them left
over from suits, which we will sell at 50c each.
Some are out of- - J'--' suit, worth 3. but we
have no further ue for them. Take 'em at 50

Here Is a chance to get a good pair of
cheap. We have about 2"o pairs of odd
They represent dress as well as working
and are a big bargain. Good make, all
worth up to $4.50. We will put them out
pa,r

How ahout a nics fancy vest? We have a full
assortment and have about cut the price In two.
The little green taa does the business.
Fancy Vests, now
All
00
jj$2 fK
All $4.."u Fancy Vest, now, .

As a Special Inducement to Increase our shoe
trade, we offer free, 25 cents worth of hottierv
with every pair of Douglas shoes sold during this
sale.

I

"refoVVoT

froem

Any Boy's Suit in the store, aged 3 to
years, value upto $8, Green Tagged
at

pthe

I

shoes
shoes.
shoe,
sizes
st per

2 75

Boys Department
pair or Boys Pants, sizes 3 tot 13
years, value up to $1.25, now Green
Tagged at
Any

$2.90

15

Am

tLf
TXJV

e

Discovery made that a locomotive could climb a grade without
the use of a stationary engine
and ropes.
Vice President Fillmore inaug
urated to succeed President
Taylor.
Democratic national convention
at Chicago nominates Grover
Cleveland for president.
Bombardment of Santiio re
sumed.

When purchased at F. F. Trotter' 1898
grocery store, are stir to brine the
right flaror to all dlahet Joto which
ARRIVAL' OF TRAINS.
they enter. This Is because we always procure the best manufactured.
At 3:10 o'clock this afternoon al
We find out first what brands are re passenger trains were reported oi
1 will arrive
in two sec
liable snd personally guarantee them time. No.
tions.

F. F. TROTTER

CITIZEN,

eon-tinne-

14

not necessarily expensive
to be trim and comfortable
if you buy them here.

EVENING

22
E. L. WASHBURN CO. Qeccnd

Green Tag Specials

The
Gren Tag
is

Any pair of

Corduroy
to $1.25,

45
aw
60
$l.r.O Kinc Mercerized Shirts,
uw
$1 25
75c Working Shirts, now
45
$1.00 Working Gloves, now
75
50c Unlaundered White Shirts,
no35
wniite

$1.oii

n:ore
successful
.

Hoys'

I'ants, worth up

The
Green Tag
has
proven

than

Plaited

Shirts,

a regular
price
paralyzer

-

ever before

AND OTHEhS TOO NUMEROUS
MENTION.

TO

Simon Stern, the Railroad Ave. Clothier

o
TOMORROW MORNING B. ILFELD
MIGHTY SALE OPENS, AT
8:30. BE ON HAND EARLY.

& CO.'S

The Golden Rule Clothihg Store

Catawba grape juice,
Ernest Meyers & Co.,
agents, 116 West Silver avenue,

Unfermented

oe

The

o

FOR SALE.
home. wiil;
Hfg bargain,
bath. Inquire of H. S. Knight.

Store for Style, Service and Savins

five-roo-

--

STRAW HATS

o-

TOMORROW THERE WILL BE A
BUT THERE WILL BE
CROWD,
PLENTY OF CLERKS TO WAIT
UPON YOU. B. ILFELD & CO.

To close out our remaining stock

THE UNPRECEDENTED SACRIFICES ARE IN EVIDENCE ON EVERY HAND AND AFFECTING EVERY
MERCHANDISE
LINE OF
THROUGHOUT THE STORE. B. ILFELD t: CO.
Home mission. Ladies of the- Highland Methodist . church, will ziv a
lawn social July 12 at Mr. anu Mr?.
Minn's, 206 South Walter, frou, 4 to
10 p.- in.
Price. 15 cents.
Pabst Blue Ribbon, America's
est beer. Ernest Meyers & Co..
agents, 116 West Silver avenue.

on hand we have placed on sale
our entire stock of Straw Hats
at a reduction of

20

All Trunks, Suit Cases and Bag3
argest assortment, best quality,
lowest prices; don't fail to see them
before buying-- at
a reduction of

-l-

UO

Call and See Them

fin

scs

Trunks, Suit Cases, Bags

See Window Display

SOONER

We have moved into the Eieobuilding Just across the S'lvt :r
the NEW POSTOFFICE.
We want your lntsines in elec:ri a.
wiring, fixtures and supplies.
THE SOUTHWESTERN ELECTRIC

4

CO.,
CONSTRUCTION
114 South Fourth
o

'

ocC"aaoooocao
t

Whitney Company

street.

Brandy,
Old Virginia Blackberry
absolutely pure. Ernest Meyers C
Co., 116 W. Silver avenue.

Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools.

FRESH BUTTER AND BUTTERMILK.
MATTHEWS' JERSEY DAIRY, 510 NORTH
THIRD STREET.
BOTH 'PHONES.
THE SCOPE AND MAGNITUDE
OF B. ILFELD & CO.'S SALE CAN
ONLY BE REALIZED BY A VISIT
TO THE STORE AND A LOOK AT
THE IMMENSE STOCK.
IMPORTED
ON

MUNCHEN
AT
DRAUGHT,

'

HOF-BRA-

THE

WHITE ELEPHANT.
AVAIL YOURSELF OF THE OPPORTUNITY TO ECON6MIZE WISEB. ILFELD & CO.'S
LY DURING
MIGHTY SALE, WHICH OPENS TO- -

Wholesale Distributers: McCormick MowersRakes and Harvesting Machinery. iBirdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.

MORROW.

FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER.
WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
Our ROUGH DRY work don't have
to be washed over. Imperial Laundry

U3, U5,

Co.

o

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

See the picnic baskets In the Mcin
tosh Hardware company s display
window.

o
Give us your ROUGH DRY work,
Monday, and get Is back Wednesday.
Imperial Laundry Co.
o
SCREEN TIME IS COMING.

COMPANY
MciNTOSH HARDWARE
&

Window screens, .7 cents per foot.
A home made door, with trimmings,
for 11.25.
We are making window screens all
mortised together, and as strong as
a door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
screen door,
or
that
will outlast any door shipped In here
from the cast, together with trim
minKS, for J1.25.
We make the regular shop made
screen doors that have always cost.
heretofore. $2.00 to J2.25. for $1.B0.
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
PLANING

Successors to E. J. POST

COMFANY

Sole Asents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS

See Display

MILL CO.

The picnic baskets for sals at the
Mcintosh Hardware company' store
are indispensable for outing parties.

in
OurWindow

PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.
Remember, Eureka U the only lime
that will not pop, crack or
blister In the wall. See that It is
specified In your contract.
sold here

HAHN

40 J, 403 North First Street

M Sooth First Sireet

A CO.

U7ej
I
51

food
CoByartoMnl

If

KC0K0000000C

See the picnic baskets In the Mcindisplay
tosh Hardware company'
window.

215 West Railroad Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE,

FRESH CUT FLOWERS.
IVES, THE FLORIST.

,M

M

NEW MEXICO

M
M

